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Executive Summary
The Durham Workforce Authority has initiated the retail trade industry study to examine the sector within the
local context. Durham Region is home to large, medium and small retail establishments, including two shopping
centres with international retail brand names. The importance of the retail trade industry in the economic growth
of the Region is substantial. According to 2016 Census, retail industry employed 11.6 percent of the Durham
Region employed labour force. As of December 2017, there were 3,625 retail businesses in Durham Region and
39,965 people employed in the retail trade industry in Durham Region. Retail trade is a sector likely to be highly
disrupted by the changes in technology, and current characteristics of retail employment may also need to adapt
to these changes. The retail trade industry study will prepare relevant agencies in Durham Region to respond to
changing needs of retailers and the retail labour force.

The report aims to:
• Outline a profile of Durham Region retail industry and retail employment;
• Support workforce developers in meeting occupational demands;
• Assess the local challenges for retailers and retail employees; and
• Provide targeted recommendations to support the Durham Region retail trade
industry to adapt to the future.
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I

The report is divided into the following broad sections:
Retail Trade Industry Canada section provides an
overview of the retail trade industry at the national level,
examining the sales and production of the retail trade
industry and its sub-sectors. The section also looks at
the state of retail e-commerce industry, which has been
gaining in importance and volume over the last decade.
The section also extensively studies the labour force
characteristics of retail employees in Canada.

Career and Skills Development in Retail Trade
section outlines existing notions about retail careers
and the challenges of identifying and taking advantage
of retail career ladders. The section also studies the
skill-set and credential requirement for successful
retail careers and how retailers and retail employees
in Durham Region view and approach retail career
in the long and short-term.

Retail Trade Industry Ontario section continues to
examine some essential characteristics of the retail
trade industry at the provincial level and looks at retail
employment In Ontario. The section notes that aging
demographics and the roll-out of minimum wage
are likely to impact the retail trade industry and retail
employment in Ontario.

Decent Employment and Minimum Wage Effects
section looks at whether the retail trade industry can be
considered a decent workplace provider and whether
the industry is exacerbating workplace precarity.
The section also analyses the possible impact of the
minimum wage increase in Ontario and studies how
retailers and retail employees in Durham Region are
impacted by the increase in minimum wage.

Retail Trade Industry Durham Region section provides
an outlook of the retail trade industry in the Region in
terms of the number of retail businesses. The primary
focus of this section is on retail employment and it
examines the characteristics of the retail employees
in terms of their age, gender, wages, hours of work,
with the aim of identifying trends which may define
the retail labour force in Durham Region.
Technological Innovation and Impact on Retail
section studies the developments in retail trade industry
due to the innovation in technology and the shift in
consumer shopping patterns from physical stores to
online shopping. The section also touches upon the
possible impact of automation on retail employment.
Moreover, the section incorporates the feedback on
automation and e-commerce from retailers in Durham
Region and the possible impact of automation on retail
employees in the Region.

II

Recommendations section provide five concrete
ideas on improving employment outlook for retail
trade industry in Durham Region.
This report provides evidence-based customised
analysis of the Durham Region retail sector with the
aim on improving understanding of the sector, and to
ensure that the Durham Region retail industry continues
to provide career building opportunities to Durham
Region labour force in the face of disruptive future.
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Definition of Key Terms
Bricks-and-Mortar Store Retailers

Employability Skills

Store retailers operate fixed-point-of-sale locations
and are designed to attract a high volume of walkin customers (Statistics Canada, 2012) . They have
extensive merchandise displays and use mass-media
to attract walk in customers, selling merchandise
for household consumption as well as businesses
and institutions. In addition to selling merchandise,
one of the primary activity of store retailers is also
to provide after-sales services such as delivery,
installation and repair.

Listed employability skills are accountability, adaptability,
attitude, confidence, motivation, presentation, stress
management, teamwork and time management.

E-commerce

Essential Skills
Government of Canada lists skills associated with
literacy (i.e. reading, writing, document use and
numeracy) and thinking skills, oral communication,
computer use/digital skills, working with others
and the skills associated with continuous learning,
as essential skills for the workplace. 1

OECD defines e-commerce as a “transaction is the
sale or purchase of goods or services, conducted
over computer networks by methods specifically
designed for the purpose of receiving or placing of
orders. The goods or services are ordered by those
methods, but the payment and the ultimate delivery
of the goods or services do not have to be conducted
online. An e-commerce transaction can be between
enterprises, households, individuals, governments, and
other public or private organisations. To be included
are orders made over the web, extranet or electronic
data interchange. The type is defined by the method
of placing the order” (OECD, 2013) E-commerce is also
used to explain terms such as electronic shopping and
online retail.

Gross Domestic Product

Employment Relationships

The members of the G20 (Group of 20) are Argentina,
Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France, Germany, India,
Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Republic of Korea, Mexico,
Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Turkey, the United
Kingdom, the United States and the European Union,
representing about two-thirds of the world’s population,
85 per cent of global gross domestic product and over
75 per cent of global trade.4

According to the International Labour Organization
(ILO), employment relationship is the legal link between
employers and employees. It refers to the reciprocal
rights and obligations which are created between
employees and employers when the employee
performs work or services under certain conditions
in return for remuneration. It continuous to be the
main vehicle through which workers gain access to
the rights and benefits associated with employment.

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) by industry at basic
prices is a measure of the economic production which
takes place within a selected geographical boundary.
GDP includes capital consumption cost, which is the
cost associated with the depreciation of capital assets
such as buildings, machinery and equipment.2
Greater Toronto Area (GTA)
OECD defines GTA to be the political boundaries
that include the city of Toronto and four adjacent
municipalities, Halton, Peel, York and Durham.3
G20

1 Retrieved from https://www.canada.ca/en/employment-social-development/programs/essential-skills/definitions.html
2 Definition summarised from Statistics Canada website at http://www23.statcan.gc.ca/imdb/p2SV.pl?Function=getSurvey&SDDS=1301
3	Retrieved from https://read.oecd-ilibrary.org/urban-rural-and-regional-development/oecd-territorial-reviews-torontocanada-2009_9789264079410-en#page39
4 Retrieved from http://g20.org.tr/about-g20/g20-members/
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Independent Retailers

Retail Trade

Independent retail stores are traditionally known in
North America as ‘mom and pop’ stores and standalone retail establishments, as opposed to large
chain retailers, without public shareholder funding5.
Independent retailers are characterised by the fact that
the decisions taken about the business are taken by the
owners without shareholder influence. Independent
retail establishments may have a few to more than a
hundred employees but are independently owned6.
Retail Council of Canada does not provide a specific
definition of independent retailers and instead use
annual sales volume (up to CAD 7m) to determine
membership for independent retailers7.

Statistics Canada defines the retail trade industry
as; “establishments primarily engaged in retailing
merchandise, generally without transformation,
and rendering services incidental to the sale of
merchandise. The retailing process is the final step
in the distribution of merchandise. This sector sells
merchandise in small quantities to the general public”.
Purchase of goods for resale is a characteristic of
the retail trade industry and these characteristics
distinguish it from other industries involved in sale
and purchase of products and services.

Multi-channel Retailing

Omni-channel ecommerce (meaning, “all” channels)
unifies sales and marketing to create a single commerce
experience across a brand9.

Multi-channel retailing has become commonplace
in the retail sector. Multi-channel retailing refers to
a retailer that sells a product and/or service directly
to the public through more than one distribution
channel. This can include bricks and mortar stores,
electronic commerce, catalogue ordering, etc.
(Industry Canada, 2013)
Non-store Retailers
Non-store retailers use methods such as infomercials,
broadcasting and publishing of direct-response
advertising, publishing of traditional and electronic
catalogues, door-to-door solicitation, in home
demonstrations, selling from portable stalls, and
distribution through vending machines. The methods
used for transaction and delivery of non-store retailers
varies. For example, a non-store retailer can use
information technology to receive payment at the time
of purchase, or at the time of delivery. Additionally, the
merchandise can be delivered by the retailer or a thirdparty company. Lastly, non-store retailers can receive
payments and deliver merchandise to the customer at
the time of purchase. This is typical of retailers that reach
their customers through door-to-door solicitation, inhome demonstrations, and selling from portable stalls.8

Omni-channel

Place of Work
Statistics Canada refers to Place of Work (PoW) as
whether a person worked at home, worked outside
Canada, had no fixed workplace address, or worked
at a specific address (usual place of work)10.
Place of Residence
Statistics Canada refers to Place of Residence (PoR)
as the dwelling in which the person usually lives11.
While place of work provides an indication of how
many people are employed in a particular geographic
area, place of residence identifies how many people
reside in a particular geographic area. Employees
identified by place of residence may of may not be
employed in that particular geographic area.
Power Center 12
A large (250,000 to 750,000 square ft.) outdoor
shopping mall which usually includes three or more
“big box” stores, as well as smaller retailers and
restaurants (either free-standing or located in strip
plazas), surrounded by a shared parking lot.

5 Retrieved from https://www.thebalancesmb.com/independent-retailer-2890483
6 Retrieved from https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/061.nsf/vwapj/KSBS-PSRPE_July-Juillet2012_eng.pdf/$FILE/KSBS-PSRPE_July-Juillet2012_eng.pdf
7 Email communication with Mark Startup, Vice-President, MySTORE, Retail Council of Canada
8	Retrieved from http://www23.statcan.gc.ca/imdb/p3VD.pl?Function=getVD&TVD=118464&CVD=118465&CPV=44-45&CST=01012012&CLV=1&MLV=5&D=1
9 Retrieved from https://www.shopify.com/enterprise/omni-channel-vs-multi-channel
10 Retrieved From http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2016/ref/dict/pop110-eng.cfm
11 Retrieved From http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2016/ref/dict/pop126-eng.cfm
12 Retrieved From https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/power-center.asp#ixzz5JpADPEId
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Rationale
Retail trade industry employs the most number of
people among Durham Region’s employed workforce.
According to the 2016 Census 35,655 individuals were
employed in Durham Region in the retail trade industry.
A majority of Employment Service (ES) clients and
Ontario Works (OW) move to retail trade as a first
step in their career ladder.
As a Local Employment Planning Council (LEPC),
Durham Workforce Authority provides a unique
opportunity to start redressing any gap that might
exists in local level analysis of the labour market
needs of the Durham Region retail trade industry.
Community consultations with economic development
and ES managers point to the need for more detailed
labour market information. The desire for better
labour market information applies to all industries
and occupations. The desire is for data analysis
and qualitative insights that describe the hiring
and advancement dynamics within the sector,
and expectations of job candidates.
Retail trade is a key employment sector in Durham
Region, and prioritising retail trade industry with
targeted and specific actions toward supporting the
retail trade workforce is beneficial to the economic
development of the Region. This sector represents

a significant proportion of employed residents and
a mix and range of occupations, by function and skill
level; and could benefit from workforce development
initiatives.
Furthermore, a review of Employment Ontario data
reveals that the highest proportion of individuals
utilizing full suite services have come from the retail
trade industry, and the most common exit to employed
industry for ES clients is retail trade. Recent studies,
including research conducted by McMaster University
and CD Howe Institute, indicate that the retail trade
industry places individuals into precarious employment
situations with minimal opportunity to expand skill sets
and grow within the industry.
The Retail trade sector has challenges that require longer
term and system-level solutions such as recruitment
and training of their workforce, assessments of training
needs, knowledge about relevant training programs
and about funding for programs, the cost of training,
disruptions due to technological changes, and negative
perceptions about careers in retail trade.
This report will provide a useful resource for
employment counsellors, career counsellors and
educators, with guidance to clients and students.

For clarity; the retail trade sector consists of the following:
441 – Motor Vehicle and Parts Dealers
442 – Furniture and Home Furnishings Stores
443 – Electronics and Appliance Stores
444 – Building Material/Garden Equipment & Supplies Dealers
445 – Food and Beverage Stores
446 – Health and Personal Care Stores
447 – Gasoline Stations
448 – Clothing and Clothing Accessories Stores
451 – Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book and Music Stores
452 – General Merchandise Stores
453 – Miscellaneous Store Retailers
454 – Non-Store Retailers
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Methodology
The Retail Trade Study draws on data from Statistics
Canada and broad academic reports and literature
related to the retail trade industry on a regional,
provincial and national level to present an empirical
profile of Durham Region’s retail trade industry.
A combination of methodologies inform this report
including data analysis on occupations, industries,
commuting patterns and the Durham Region labour
force, as well as collecting and analyzing information
and data provided by stakeholders (including
municipal, provincial governments, academic
institutions, sector councils, industry groups, and
associations, community agencies, and employers).
In addition to the statistics available through Workforce
Planning Ontario, and various other organizations,
the labour market information related to the retail
trade industry comes from reports and publications.
A total of 35 key informant interviews were conducted
throughout this process and they are an important
source of information.
Information on retail occupation for this report
are gathered according to the Canada National
Occupational Classification (NOCs) and the 10

occupations that were chosen to analyze labour
market conditions for this report were chosen for two
reasons. Firstly, because according to 2011 Census,
the 10 occupations chosen consists of 70 percent
of the employed workforce in Durham Region retail
trade industry. Secondly, because these are sales and
service occupations which do not require specialized
credentials and may or may not require post-secondary
qualifications.
There are multiple ways of studying labour market
conditions in retail trade industry. One is to list all
the hundreds of occupations which are included in
the retail trade industry, occupations that range from
senior level managers to butchers, bakers, appliance
repairers and registered nurses etc. These professions
provide an indication to the health of the retail
industry13. Another is to study the sales and service
related occupations which occupy the majority of the
retail workforce and provide an indication of the labour
market characteristics in retail. These are occupations
which typically do not require specialised education
or training. This report emphasises on these sales and
service occupations to understand the retail labour
market characteristics.

The 10 occupations chosen for this report are as follows:
NOCs

Occupation Titles

0621

Retail and wholesale trade managers

1522

Storekeepers and partspersons

6211

Retail sales supervisors

6222

Retail and wholesale buyers

6421

Retail salespersons

6552

Customer service representatives

6611

Cashiers

6621

Service Station Attendants

6622

Store shelf stockers, clerks and order fillers

6623

Other sales related occupations

13 From https://www.jobbank.gc.ca/content_pieces-eng.do?cid=12112
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In addition to the reasons mentioned above, five of
these occupations; retail salespersons (NOC 6421),
retail and wholesale trade managers (NOC 0621),
cashiers (NOC 6611) and store shelf stockers, clerks
& order fillers (NOC 6622) are the top four retail
occupations in Durham Region by four-digit NOCs.
Retail sales supervisor (NOC 6211) ranks at sixth place,
retail and wholesale buyers (NOC 6222) ranks at ninth

place and customer service representatives (NOC 6552)
ranks at tenth place. Thus, nine of the occupational
titles chosen for the report are within the top 20 retail
industry occupations. However, NOC 6621 service
station attendants (NOC 6621) ranks at number 24
in Durham Region retail trade industry and is added
because of their scope of work in fuel sales at gasoline
stations (NAICS-447).

Table 1 - Top 20 retail trade occupations in Durham Region
Rank

Occupations

1

6421 Retail salespersons

10,215

2

0621 Retail and wholesale trade managers

4,915

3

6611 Cashiers

3,815

4

6622 Store shelf stockers, clerks and order fillers

2,965

5

7321 Automotive service technicians, truck and bus mechanics and mechanical repairers

950

6

6211 Retail sales supervisors

825

7

7452 Material handlers

705

8

1521 Shippers and receivers

565

9

6222 Retail and wholesale buyers

465

10

6552 Other customer and information services representatives

450

11

3219 Other medical technologists and technicians (except dental health)

365

12

1411 General office support workers

315

13

1522 Storekeepers and partspersons

250

14

1414 Receptionists

240

15

3131 Pharmacists

240

16

6332 Bakers

225

17

6623 Other sales related occupations

225

18

1524 Purchasing and inventory control workers

210

19

1431 Accounting and related clerks

195

20

0124 Advertising, marketing and public relations managers

180

Total

6

Number

28,315
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Table 2 - Top 20 retail occupations in Canada from NHS 201114
Rank

NOCs

Number

1

6421 Retail salespersons

535,570

2

0621 Retail and wholesale trade managers

266,810

3

6611 Cashiers

226,860

4

6622 Store shelf stockers, clerks and order fillers

136,375

5

6211 Retail sales supervisors

49,730

6

7321 Automotive service technicians, truck and bus mechanics and mechanical repairers

38,065

7

3219 Other medical technologists and technicians (except dental health)

32,310

8

1521 Shippers and receivers

31,010

9

7452 Material handlers

27,830

10

3131 Pharmacists

24,510

11

6552 Other customer and information services representatives

24,070

12

6222 Retail and wholesale buyers

18,975

13

6621 Service station attendants

18,710

14

6331 Butchers, meat cutters and fishmongers - retail and wholesale

18,635

15

7514 Delivery and courier service drivers

18,305

16

1522 Storekeepers and partspersons

17,030

17

6332 Bakers

16,045

18

1411 General office support workers

14,475

19

1431 Accounting and related clerks

13,505

20

6623 Other sales related occupations

12,820
Total

1,541,640

The table shows that in Canada, 1.5 million people are employed in the top 20 occupations of retail trade.
Out of the top 20 occupations, the 10 retail occupations chosen for this report consist of 85 percent of the
top 20 retail occupations and 69 percent of the total retail employment in Canada.

14 T
 aken from 2011 National Household Survey: Data tables at http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/nhs-enm/2011/dp-pd/dt-td/Rp-eng.
cfm?TABID=2&LANG=E&A=R&APATH=3&DETAIL=0&DIM=0&FL=A&FREE=0&GC=01&GL=-1&GID=1118296&GK=1&GRP=0&O=D&PID=1075
65&PRID=0&PTYPE=105277&S=0&SHOWALL=1&SUB=0&Temporal=2013&THEME=96&VID=0&VNAMEE=&VNAMEF=&D1=48&D2=0&D3=0
&D4=0&D5=0&D6=0
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Table 3 - Top 20 retail occupations in Ontario from NHS 201115
Rank

NOCs

Number

1

6421 Retail salespersons

205,545

2

0621 Retail and wholesale trade managers

100,790

3

6611 Cashiers

80,155

4

6622 Store shelf stockers, clerks and order fillers

50,155

5

6211 Retail sales supervisors

17,140

6

7321 Automotive service technicians, truck and bus mechanics and mechanical repairers

12,870

7

3219 Other medical technologists and technicians (except dental health)

11,080

8

7452 Material handlers

10,545

9

1521 Shippers and receivers

10,485

10

6222 Retail and wholesale buyers

9,275

11

6552 Other customer and information services representatives

9,205

12

3131 Pharmacists

8,260

13

7514 Delivery and courier service drivers

5,870

14

1411 General office support workers

5,270

15

6621 Service station attendants

5,235

16

6332 Bakers

5,165

17

6711 Food counter attendants, kitchen helpers and related support occupations

5,055

18

6623 Other sales related occupations

4,965

19

1522 Storekeepers and partspersons

4,950

20

1431 Accounting and related clerks

4,365
Total

566,380

The table shows that in Ontario, 566,380 people are employed in the top 20 occupations of retail trade.
Out of the top 20 occupations, the 10 retail occupations chosen for this report consist of 86 percent of the
top 20 retail occupations and 70 percent of the total retail employment in Ontario.
Finally, the report analyses each retail trade industry job posted on the job search website Indeed.com
in Durham Region between the months of December to February 2018, in order to identify trends in skills
requirements, job classifications, renumerations, work schedules and type of occupations in the local retail
trade industry.

15 T
 aken from 2011 National Household Survey: Data tables at http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/nhs-enm/2011/dp-pd/dt-td/Rp-eng.
cfm?TABID=2&LANG=E&A=R&APATH=3&DETAIL=0&DIM=0&FL=A&FREE=0&GC=01&GL=-1&GID=1118296&GK=1&GRP=0&O=D&PID=1075
65&PRID=0&PTYPE=105277&S=0&SHOWALL=1&SUB=0&Temporal=2013&THEME=96&VID=0&VNAMEE=&VNAMEF=&D1=48&D2=0&D3=0
&D4=0&D5=0&D6=0
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Retail Trade Industry: Canada
According to Statistics Canada, retail trade industry
consists of “establishments primarily engaged
in retailing merchandise, generally without
transformation, and rendering services incidental
to the sale of merchandise. The retailing process
is the final step in the distribution of merchandise.
This sector sells merchandise in small quantities to
the general public”. Purchase of goods for resale is
a defining characteristic of the retail trade industry
and these characteristics distinguish it from other
industries involved in sale and purchase of products
and services.
Retail trade industry is one of the largest sectors in
Canada both in terms of size of industry composition,
share of GDP as well as number and percentage
of people employed. In December 2017, the overall
retail trade industry contribution to Canada’s GDP was
96,581 million dollars, i.e., 5.48 percent of GDP of all
industries combined16. In 2017, the total share of retail
industry in Canada’s GDP (all provinces) was 5.49
percent17. The post-recession economic climate saw
a steady contribution of retail trade industry to Canada
with the annual retail trade GDP percentage share
averaging from 5.15 to 5.56 percent from 2013 to 2017.

Retail trade industry is the second largest employment
sector in Canada, closely behind the health care and
social assistance sector. Total employment in retail in
Canada in 2017 was 2.1 million, just over 11 percent
of the employed labour force18. Over the last 20 years,
retail trade has traditionally employed 11-12 percent
of the employed population and the share of retail
trade industry in the employed labour force in Canada
has remained consistent throughout varying business
cycles of recession and growth. Over the same time
period, retail trade in Canada, and around the world,
have been changing, with e-commerce and online
shopping gaining prominence; and use of technology
has become a prominent change factor in retail
operations. However, in order to identify any possible
impact on retail employment due to the change in retail
trade industry characteristics, it is important to study the
economic and financial indicators which define industry
trends, including sales figures, GDP growth, market
concentration ratio, number of retail establishments
and ratio of retail establishments to population. It is
also important to study retail labour market changes
including wages, employment relationships, skills and
credential requirement, to identify how, and if, the
labour force is adapting the industry changes.

16 C
 ANSIM Table 379-003: Gross domestic product (GDP) at basic prices, by North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) monthly
(dollars x 1,000,000)
17 CANSIM Table 379-0028 GDP by NAICS, all province percentage share
18 Taken from CANSIM table 282-0008 at http://www5.statcan.gc.ca/cansim/a26?lang=eng&id=2820008
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Traditionally, under NAICS 201219, retail trade is
divided into store and non-store retailers. Store
retailers operate fixed-point-of-sale locations and
are designed to attract a high volume of walk-in
customers and non-store retailers use methods such
as infomercials, broadcasting and publishing of directresponse advertising, publishing of traditional and
electronic catalogues, door-to-door solicitation, in

home demonstrations, selling from portable stalls,
and distribution through vending machines. (Statistics
Canada, 2012) . Currently, Statistics Canada’s sales
calculation of retail trade also incorporates online
retail market and e-commerce, but as a separate
calculation. By North American Industry classification
System (NAICS20), retail trade consists of the following
subsections:

Table 4 - Retail trade subsectors in three-digit NAICS
NIACS Code

Type of Businesses

441

Motor Vehicle and Parts Dealers

442

Furniture and Home Furnishings Stores

443

Electronics and Appliance Stores

444

Building Material and Garden Equipment and Supplies Dealers

445

Food and Beverage Stores

446

Health and Personal Care Stores

447

Gasoline Stations

448

Clothing and Clothing Accessory Stores

451

Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book and Music Stores

452

General Merchandise Stores

453

Miscellaneous Store Retailers

454

Non-store Retailers

The retail trade industry plays a key role in bridging production and consumption and has significant direct
and indirect effects on the Canadian economy. (Industry Canada, 2013) In 2017, the Statistics Canada Business
Register lists 142,990 retail businesses, 67.4 percent of them with less than 100 employees.

19 http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/11-621-m/11-621-m2016101-eng.htm
20 The North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) is an industry classification system developed by the statistical agencies of Canada,
Mexico and the United States to provide common definitions of the industrial structure of the three countries and are based on supply-side principles.
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Figure 1 - Canada business patterns June 2012 and December 2017: from CANSIM Tables 551-0002 & 552-0007
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The figure above provides an approximate21 comparison of the of the number of retail outlets for the last five
years. The number of retail physical outlets with 500 plus employees increased from 15 to 28, which is an 86
percent increase since 2012. There is a decrease in the number of retail outlets with 1-4 employees from 54,170
to 50,566, which represents a decrease of 6.6 percent. Overall, the number of retail outlets in 2012 was 145,866
whereas in 2017 it was 142,990, therefore there was a 1.9 percent decrease in the number of physical retail
outlets between 2012 and 2017.
At the same time, retail trade industry in Canada has experienced some structural shifts. Online sales are on an
upward trend, retailers are exploring more online sales opportunities in addition to their bricks and mortar stores,
and due to the easy availability of online products, there is a definite change in shopping patterns. Additionally,
the prevalence of online shopping is only likely to increase in the future, causing additional changes to how the
retail industry operates. (Retail Council of Canada, WisePlum, Microsoft, 2017)

Retail Trade Industry Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
Retail trade in Canada improved both in stores and non-store sectors. Since 2011, sales in Canadian malls
matched and overcame sales in US malls per square foot (US$600 in Canadian malls compared to US$400).
There is a rise of the multi-channel stores. i.e., stores that sell products and/or services directly to the public
through more than one distribution channel (e.g. bricks and mortar, electronic commerce, catalogue ordering,
etc.)22, along with the bricks-and-mortar stores. Statistics Canada’s monthly GDP data on the retail trade industry
shows an overall and continuous growth in retail trade industry.

21	Statistics Canada advises users not to use these data as a time series because of methodological changes in different reference points;
from http://www5.statcan.gc.ca/cansim/a26?lang=eng&retrLang=eng&id=5520007&&pattern=&stByVal=1&p1=1&p2=-1&tabMode=data
Table&csid=
22 Government of Canada definition retrieved from https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/oca-bc.nsf/eng/ca02855.html#fnb6
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Figure 2 - Yearly GDP of retail trade industry from; CANSIM 379-0031
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The figure above outlines the yearly GDP for each year following the end of the 2007 recession. The figure shows
an upward trend in the retail trade GDP, and the yearly GDP has increased from approximately CAD 972 billion in
2012 to CAD 1.2 trillion in 2017. There is a 5.2 percent increase in the yearly retail trade GDP from 2016 to 2017,
indicating that the industry is growing at a higher rate than the economy.
Figure 3 - Yearly GDP of retail subsectors; from CANSIM table 379-0031

Canada Retail GDP Trends by Subsectors
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The figure above takes the monthly GDP from Statistics Canada to get yearly GDP for 2012-2017. It shows how
retail GDP has changed over the years following the recession. While all 10 retail industry subsectors have
experienced GDP growth since 2012, for ease of understanding, only five subsectors are presented in the figure
above. The subsectors chosen are based on their size, and the figure displays the largest sub-sectors (food and
beverages & motor vehicles and parts dealers), the smallest sub-sector (non-store retailers), and two sub-sectors
which are medium-sized. As the figure shows, the retail trade industry output growth is led by food and beverage
stores and motor vehicles and parts-dealers stores. Over the last years, GDP of gasoline stations have grown at a
steady rate from 2013 to 2017, after a sharp incline in 2012. Clothing and accessories sector grew at an average
rate of four percent and non-store retail sectors grew at an average rate of seven percent, although the growth
rate has slowed down to 2 percent from 2016 to 2017. A complete calculation of the yearly GDP of the Canadian
retail trade industry by subsectors can be found in Appendix II.
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Increase in productivity could be due to the organizational processes, marketing and service innovation
in the industry in production, supply, sale and consumer experience. The increased use of Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) to streamline processes has been underway in Canada retail sector prior
to the beginning of the recession, and it maintained consistency in profitability throughout the economic
downturn. (Industry Canada, 2010)
Figure 4 - Share of each retail sub-industries in 2017 by GDP: from CANSIM 379-0031

Canadian Retail Trade Subsector Breakdown by GDP (2017)
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The figure above shows the contribution to each of the subsectors in the Canada retail trade industry in 2017.
Looking at individual subsectors provides an understanding of how the retail industry is constructed and what
implications the subsectors may have for retail employment and industry trends. Matching up to their high level
of production and growth, motor vehicle and parts dealer stores and food and beverages stores each take up 18
percent of total retail industry. Gasoline stations comprise of six percent of GDP and clothing and accessories
contribute to 11 percent of GDP. Currently non-store retail encompasses three percent of total retail trade GDP.

Retail Sales in Canada
In 2016, yearly retail sales in Canada was approximately CAD 550 billion, which was a five percent increase
over 201523. The overall retail outlook in 2016 was bright, with all Canadian provinces reporting positive growth
ranging from 2.3 percent to 9 percent. Ontario led the way with a 6.4 percent growth. Alberta and Saskatchewan
both improved their retail sales despite low oil prices. Retail sales continued to experience growth and in 2017,
sales at Canadian store retailers grew 6.7 percent, the highest annual growth rate since 1997, reaching CAD
588 billion. Statistics Canada attributed this increase in sales to higher prices, as sales in volume terms were
up 5.4 percent. In addition, the high level of increase in retail sales in 2017 is attributed to price increases and
improved labour market conditions in Ontario, Quebec, British Columbia and Alberta. (Statistics Canada, 2018)
The closure of general merchandise retail chain Sears Canada, which was considered to be the big retail shakeup
of 2017, did not create a long-lasting impact on Canadian retail trade industry. Sears Canada employed 19,000
employees across the country and therefore their closure caused minor ripple in the labour market. Despite
the psychological impact on retail consumers, the actual impact in terms of retail sales and employment was
insubstantial. (Colliers International Consulting, 2017)

23 Statistics Canada, CANSIM, table 080-0020 and Catalogue no. 63-005-X. Not-store retail (454) is excluded.
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Figure 5 - Canada retail sales (unadjusted rounded to nearest hundred) by sub-industry from CANSIM 080-0020
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The figure above breaks down the overall sales figures
by selected subsectors and shows that sales in most
subsectors grew during 2012-2017. Motor vehicles and
parts dealer sales increased nine percent between 2015
and 2016; and in 2017, it was the largest contributor
to the increase in retail sales in every province
except Manitoba. Between 2014 and 2016, there
was a noticeable fall in gasoline station sales, which
corresponds to the lower oil prices between 2014 and
201624. However, in 2017, sales in gasoline stations
increased 12.9 percent, as gasoline prices continued to
recover following sharp declines. Removing the effects
of price changes, sales in volume terms at gasoline
stations were up 1.6 percent. At the current rate and
without global external shocks, it is likely that gasoline
stations will record a higher level of sales in 2018 as
well. A detailed breakdown of subsector sales in all
retail industry sub-sectors is provided in Appendix II.
Along with discount, groceries and department stores,
large shopping malls in Canada continue to report
improvement in sales. Eight shopping centres in
Canada has annual sales per square foot exceeding
CAD 1,000, with seven other reporting an annual per
square-foot sales of more than CAD 900. However, in
terms of large metropolis, Calgary and Edmonton both
experienced downward annual sales per square foot
productivity in their large shopping centres between

2016

2017

2015 and 2017. In contrast, the Greater Toronto Area
(GTA) has consistently seen gains in its total annual
sales per square foot productivity for its malls, with
figures rising from and average of CAD 892 in 2015
to CAD 932 in 2017. (Retail Council of Canada, 2017)
Overall, Canadian retail has been going through
constant changes with retailers such as Target and
Future Shop exiting, and some stores, including
Nordstroms and Saks, looking to expand. These
changes, and their corresponding adjustments in the
market also reinforce the confidence on the Canadian
retail market. Many retailers are now benefitting from
tenanting with unorthodox businesses such as burger
restaurants, escape rooms and gyms, to offer customers
something to do or something to eat. (Shindleman,
2016) However, retailers also need to be cautious about
overhauling their sales strategies and the need to be
dependent on the ‘latest fashion trends’ to generate
steady cash flow. (Shindleman, 2016) This is particularly
relevant given that both in terms of GDP and sales,
the largest subsectors in retail are traditional brick and
mortar sectors such as motor vehicles and part-dealers
and food and beverages.

24 Crude oil price trend Canada retrieved from https://www.aer.ca/data-and-publications/statistical-reports/oil-prices
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E-commerce & Multi-channel Retailing
Retailers are adopting diverse forms of business
methods in response to the 2007 recession and with
changing consumer shopping preferences. Multichannel retailing, using both online and instore retailing
methods, has become commonplace in the retail sector.
The growth of online sales is outpacing brick-and-mortar
store sales25. (LMSID, 2016) In 2015, online retailers grew
at double digit pace and 10 percent of bricks-and-mortar
store revenues were from online sales. One of the major
online shopping advantages, as sketched out by Industry
Canada Consumer Trends Report 2013, is the range
of selection of the products, as well as the ability of the
consumers to make their choices in a more informed

manner. (Industry Canada, 2013) In addition, Retail
Council of Canada surveyed 176 retailers and found
that some of the specific ways sales have increased is
because of increased site conversion rate and stable
operational cost. (Retail Council of Canada & Forrester,
2016) Combined with a weak Canadian dollar, the surge
in online sales provide an opportunity for web retailers
in Canada to increase sales outside of Canada. Currently,
web retailers in Canada state that only three percent
of their sales come from outside of Canada, indicating
that there is opportunity for improvement in this market.
(Retail Council of Canada & Forrester, 2016)

Figure 6 - Retail e-commerce sales in Canada retrieved from CANSIM 080-0033
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The figure above shows that in 2017 total retail e-commerce sales26 continued to grow with a 27 percent increase
from 2016 to more than CAD 15 billion and constitutes three percent of total retail sales in Canada, compared
to 2.1 percent in 2016. Approximately one-quarter of retail e-commerce sales took place during the holiday
shopping season. (Statistics Canada, 2018) The electronic shopping and mail order houses subsector also shows
a 20 percent increase from 2016 to 2017, taking total sales in this sector to CAD 10.6 billion. The figure also
shows that e-commerce sales is growing at a higher rate than electronic shopping and mail-order houses, which
indicates a higher rate of increase in the rate of electronic sales throughout the retail trade industry subsectors.

25	While online sales in Canada still lags behind US, nevertheless, in the three years from 2007-2010, value of placed online orders nearly doubled
from CAD 70 million to CAD 113 million per year.
26	Retail e-commerce sales only include online sales made by Canadian retailers to domestic and foreign customers. Purchases made by Canadian
consumers from foreign-based retailers are excluded. Retail e-commerce includes e-sales from both store retailers included in NAICS 44-453
and non-store retailers included in electronic shopping and mail order houses (NAICS 45411); from http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/11-621-m/11621-m2016101-eng.htm
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This growth in e-commerce is attributable to the advancement of consumer technologies and a largely webconnected society. (LMSID, 2016) Yet, the dichotomy between an online and a physical retail presence may not
be absolute, as consumers often prefer to access both. In 2015, Best Buy Canada saw a decrease in its online
shoppers in a neighbourhood where it closed a store (ibid). Consumers prefer to be able to access a brick-andmortar location should any issues arise with the product or for product returns. According to the Retail Council
of Canada’s E-commerce Benchmark Report in 2016 multi-channel retailing is a priority for a 40 percent of
Canadian retailers.
Providing in-store pick-up options also enable retailers to leverage existing logistics networks by incorporating
orders into normal store deliveries. (Retail Council of Canada & LoyaltyOne, 2014) Retailers such as Home Depot
and Lowes have been able to benefit by creating a multi-channel retail experience by allowing customers a wider
range of products online, with an option for in-store pick-up. (Shindleman, 2016) Retailers can offer a broad
range of products in one centralised location without the cost of housing a broad range of products in-store.
(Industry Canada, 2013)

Impact of Independent Retailers
Independent store retailers, stores with less than 100 employees, occupy a large section of the retail trade
industry. In 2017, 50 percent of retail stores in Canada had less than 100 employees. Households conduct
27 percent of their purchases at independent retail establishments, and independent retailers (online or
in-store) outpace online retailers by three times in terms of sales per dollar spent. This is largely because
independent retailers appeal to shoppers by providing a meaningful and personalized shopping experience.
In comparison, online shopping decisions are based on hard price and rewards program. Use of social media,
local sourcing and personal employee contacts may be used by independent retailers to retain their advantages.
(Retail Council of Canada & LoyaltyOne, 2014)

Canada Retail Trade Industry Employment Outlook
The retail industry in Canada is the second largest employment sector, closely behind health care and social
assistance sector. According to Statistics Canada, employment within the retail trade sector reached 2.1 million
people in 2017, or just over 11 percent of the employed labour force27.
Figure 7 - Employment in Canada; from CANSIM 282-0008
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27 Retrieved from CANSIM table 282-0008 at http://www5.statcan.gc.ca/cansim/a26?lang=eng&id=2820008
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The figure above displays that employment in all Canadian industries (by NAICS) and compares it to retail
employment. It shows that total employment increased by 1.9 percent and retail employment increased by
3.3 percent from 2016 to 2017. Of the 2.1 million individuals employed in retail trade, 66 percent are employed
fulltime and 34 percent are employed part-time.
Figure 8 - Retail employment in Canada by age from CANSIM 282-0008
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The figure above segregates retail employment by age group. 52 percent of retail employees fall within the
25-54 age range. Sixty-five percent of full-time workers are within the 25-54 years age cohort, while 56 percent of
employees working part-time in retail are between 15 and 24 years of age. Unlike many other industries, women
and men are nearly equally represented in the retail sector, with women slightly more represented in retail than
men, with 1.14 million women in 2017 compared to 993, 500 men.

Retail Trade Industry Occupational Profile in Canada
Due to the diverse nature of its operations, the retail trade industry employs people with a variety of occupational
profiles with various specialisations. In general, for traditional retail positions in sales and cash, neither Statistics
Canada nor Retail Council of Canada emphasise on the necessity of specialised educational credentials above
secondary education.
In order to study the occupational characteristics of the retail trade industry, this report considers the following
occupational qualifications. The same ten occupations are used to compare employment in retail trade industry
across Canada, Ontario and Durham Region. A detailed explanation for how each of these occupations are
chosen is provided in the methodology section.
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Table 5 - Statistics Canada National Occupational Classification-NOC (2016)

Occupation Titles

NOCs
0621

Retail and wholesale trade managers

1522
6211
6222
6421
6552
6611
6621
6622
6623

Storekeepers and partspersons
Retail sales supervisors
Retail and wholesale buyers
Retail salespersons
Customer service representatives
Cashiers
Service Station Attendants
Store shelf stockers, clerks and order fillers
Other sales related occupations

Service Canada estimates that the occupations listed in the table make-up more than two-thirds of the people
employed in the retail trade industry. (LMSID, 2016) In addition, according to 2011 National Household Survey,
these occupations make up 70 percent of all retail trade industry employment in Durham Region.
Figure 9 - Selected NOCs in Canadian retail trade industry from Census 2016 (25% sample data)
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The figure above shows the number of people employed in the retail trade industry in Canada in each of the
10 occupations listed above. In 2016, approximately 2.1m people were employed in the Canadian retail trade
industry (NAICS 44-45), out of which approximately 626,775 people, which is 30 percent of all retail employment,
worked as retail sales persons. Thus, retail salespersons constitute the largest occupational subsector in retail.
This is followed by 387,320 people working as retail and wholesale trade managers, at 18.7 percent of total retail
employment and 316, 755 working as cashiers at 15.3 percent of total retail employment. Comparing the data to
that of the National Household Survey of 2011 shows that total retail employment has increased from 1.9 million28
people to 2.1 million people from 2011 to 2016, and that the composition of people employed in the sub-sectors
have remained very similar, with retail sales persons, trade managers and cashiers taking up the top three positions,
and service station attendants comprising of one percent of retail trade employment in both 2011 and 2016.
This also reinforces the level of constancy in the retail trade industry in Canada over the past five years.

Retail Trade Industry: Ontario
Retail trade industry in Ontario is important both in terms of market share and employment. Similar to Canada,
Ontario retail trade industry is currently on a steady incline, and the Ontario retail trade industry is growing
with the Ontario economy. Overall, the retail trade industries of Ontario and Canada are similar in terms of the
industry subsectors and workforce characteristics.
In 2017, Ontario’s economy grew 2.7 percent, enjoying a continuous growth trend for the first time since the late
nineties. (TD Economics, 2018) . In 2017, for the first year in a decade, positive retail growth was expected in all
provinces. Social sector benefits such as the child benefit grant increase is also attributed to the growth (through
positively affecting the national retail sales), as well as rising equities because of increased consumer confidence.
(Colliers International Consulting, 2017)
Figure 10 - Ontario retail trade GDP at basic prices; from CANSIM Table 379-0030
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The figure above confirms this positive outlook and shows that retail GDP has increased since 2012, with a
higher rate of growth since 2014. In 2017, Ontario retail trade GDP was approximately CAD 36 billion, and was
5.6 percent of total GDP of Ontario. Since 2012, retail sector GDP ranged from 5.1 percent to 5.6 percent of the
Ontario economy.
Ontario and Canada retail sectors are similar in its subsector growth and subsector contribution.

28	Retrieved from 2011 National Household Survey: Data tables titled Industry - North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) 2007 (425),
Class of Worker (5), Age Groups (13B) and Sex (3) for the Employed Labour Force Aged 15 Years and Over, in Private Households of Canada,
Provinces, Territories, Census Metropolitan Areas and Census Agglomerations
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Figure 11 - GDP (at basic prices) for selected retail subsector for Ontario; from CANSIM Table 379-0030
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The figure above showcases selected retail subsectors and is led by food and beverage stores. However,
coming into 2018, the volume of motor vehicles and parts dealer subsector is gradually catching up to the food
and beverage stores subsector. The food and beverage stores subsector in Ontario moves almost identically
to the food and beverage stores subsector in Canada. As the figure above shows, food and beverage stores
experienced some decline in 2014, but continued to increase since then, at a slow rate. The rate of increase in
the food and beverage stores subsector between 2016 and 2017 was 1.51 percent. This is similar to the rate of
increase in the GDP gasoline stations subsector at 1.9 percent. In contrast, GDP from motor vehicles and parts
dealers increased 4.7 percent between 2016 and 2017, non-stores retailers also registered a three percent
growth from 2016 to 2017. A detailed table on the retail subsector GDP in Ontario is provided in Appendix II
and it shows a 19.7 percent increase in the GDP of electronics and appliance stores and an 11.5 percent increase
in sporting goods, hobby, books and music stores.
Figure 12 - Share of each retail sub-industries in 2017 by GDP (Ontario); from CANSIM 379-0031
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The subsector breakdown of the Ontario retail trade industry in 2017 shows that the largest subsector is the food
and beverage stores with 16 percent contribution, followed by motor vehicles and parts dealers with 15 percent
contribution. The contribution of the food and beverages subsector to retail trade GDP in Ontario has gradually
decreased since 2012, moving down from 20 percent to 16 percent.

Ontario Retail Sales
In 2017, Ontario’s consumer spending29 increased by 3.6 percent, with a 5.5 percent increase in durables,
5.9 percent increase in non-durables. At the same time, business investment increased with a 7.1 percent
increase in expenditure on machinery and equipment. (Ontario Ministry of Finance, 2018) Retail sales mirrored
the growth of the overall economy and grew at an average of three percent since 2012.
Figure 13 - Ontario retail industry sales (seasonally adjusted) by NAICS from CANSIM 080-0020
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Ontario alone comprises of 37 percent of retail sales in Canada. (Colliers International Consulting, 2017) The figure
above shows total yearly retail sales in Ontario in the years 2013-2017, and that it continues to grow. There was a
7.7 percent increase in total retail sales. However, according to the Ontario budget 2017 prediction, that retail sales
growth will gradually slow down to 3.5 percent in 2020, as the economy follows its long term economic growth rate
of 2.1 percent. (Ontario Ministry of Finance, 2017)
The Ontario retail market is polarised by size. Since large retailers are able to provide discounts and promotional
sales, middle market stores are negatively affected. At the same time, demand for discount sellers is on the
increase, as is the demand for premium stores whose demand is somewhat insulated from business cycle
fluctuations. (LMSID, 2016)
Meanwhile, in the e-commerce sector, there is still a strong US dominance in Ontario. E-commerce sales
in Ontario are growing faster than sales at brick-and-mortar stores, and sometime in the future, the prevalence
of e-commerce is expected to limit growth of front-line store staff and increase employment in retail distribution
and supply management sector. (LMSID, 2016)

Employment in Ontario Retail Trade Industry
Ontario’s retail trade employment stands at 806,100 people in 2017, and this is 11.31 percent of Ontario
employed labour force of 7,128,000. In Ontario, retail is again the second largest sector, following the health
and social assistance industry which employs 12.2 percent of the employed labour force30. Although online
retail industry is growing at a fast pace, 97 percent of the employment in retail trade industry is still through
store retailers. (LMSID, 2016)

29	Industry Canada equates consumer spending to household spending, including, but not exhaustive to, spending on food, health care, education
and durable goods (transportation, and household furnishings and equipment etc,.), retrieved from https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/oca-bc.nsf/eng/
ca02116.html
30	Table 282-0008, Labour Force Survey estimates (LFS), by North American Industry Classification System (NAICS), sex and age group annual
(persons x 1,000), http://www5.statcan.gc.ca/cansim/a26?lang=eng&id=2820008
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The demographics of retail trade employment within Ontario is similar to the demographics at the federal level.
In 2017, with 52 percent of those employed in retail trade was female and 46 percent was male. Among the total
number of people employed in Ontario retail industry, 28 percent are between 15 and 24 years age group, while
21 percent are at the 55 years-and-over age group. The majority of the retail trade employees are in the age
group of 25-54 years. (ibid)
Figure 14 - Ontario retail trade industry employment by age-group: from CANSIM 282-0008
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The figure above shows the breakdown of retail trade industry employment in terms of age-group. As expected,
the bulk of employed labour force belong to the age group pf 25-54 years. In 2017, there was an increase in overall
retail employment for all age-groups, with total retail employment increasing by seven percent from 2016 to 2017.
Employment breakdown in terms of age-group shows that in 2017, 51 percent of the employed labour force are
between the ages of 25 and 54 years, followed by the age-group of 15-24 years standing at 28 percent. Twenty
one percent of the employed labour force are 55 years and above.
Figure 15 - Ontario retail employment by age-group: from CANSIM 282-0008
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Figure 16 - Labour Force Survey estimates of retail employment in Ontario by age and work schedule from
CANSIM 282-0008
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The figure above breaks down Ontario retail employment both in terms of age-group and whether a person is
employed part-time or full time. The figure shows that even though the majority of retail employees working fulltime are between the ages 25 and 54. When it comes to part-time, the highest number of employed labour force
belong to the age-group 15 to 24. This characteristic is inline with the thought that retail is used as an entry-level
career for students and relatively younger population.
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Figure 17 - Retail occupational breakdown in Ontario; from Census 2016 data tables (25% sample data)31
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The figure above breaks down the Ontario retail
employment to the four-digit occupation codes
(NOCs) and shows very similar patterns to that of retail
employment in Canada. Out of total retail employment
of 737,210 people, 198,300 people work as retail
salesperson which makes it the largest occupational
sub-sector in retail at 27 percent. This is followed
by retail and wholesale trade managers standing at
115,890 and cashiers at 80,740. Thus, 16 percent of
the employed labour force in retail work as retail and
wholesale trade managers, and 11 percent work as
cashiers. This indicates a broader general trend in retail
employment that there is a higher requirement for
people in sales and store-front positions.
Over the coming years, a number of factors may impact
the retail trade industry in Ontario, including aging
demographics and roll-out of minimum wage increases.
The aging population is likely to change the demand
for types of products, as well as shopping trends.
Aging consumers favour spending on services over
goods. As Ontario’s age-group population shares
have skewed older over time, the share of household
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spending on retail goods has declined. (LMSID, 2016)
The difficulty in mobility for older population is likely
to add to challenge faced by the retail industry. Results
from Neilson’s Global Aging Survey shows that North
American respondents feel that certain store features
or services ‘don’t meet or only partially meet the needs’
of aging consumers. Additionally, 20 percent of the
respondents said they are currently ordering groceries
online, and 66 percent expressed their willingness to
use online services. In fact, the respondents also indicate
that they are willing to collect their products from brick
and mortar locations if online purchase option is offered.
(Neilson, 2014) In response, businesses are designing
products to cater to the aged consumer market and
enhancing their traditional products to target seniors
and older boomers32. (Innovation, Science and Economic
Development Canada, 2011)
The roll out of minimum wage is also likely to have
gradual, sector-wide and long-term effect on retail
trade employment, however, it is remains yet to be seen
whether unemployment in the retail sector will increase
because of it. The minimum wage roll-out began in

31 h
 ttp://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2016/dp-pd/dt-td/Rp-eng.cfm?LANG=E&APATH=3&DETAIL=0&DIM=0&FL=A&FREE=0&GC=
0&GID=0&GK=0&GRP=1&PID=111858&PRID=10&PTYPE=109445&S=0&SHOWALL=0&SUB=0&Temporal=2017&THEME=124&VID=0&VNAMEE=&VNAMEF=
32 The United States Census defines boomers as the population cohort born during the post-World War II baby boom in the United States between
mid-1946 and mid-1964; retrieved from https://www.census.gov/prod/2014pubs/p25-1141.pdf
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October 2016 and will continue until January 2019,
when it is raised up to the CAD 15 ceiling. 33
The minimum wage increase in Ontario stems out of the
argument of providing low-income workers the ability
to move closer to the estimated living wage in Ontario
and improve overall standard of living and wellbeing.
Evidence from cases where minimum wage has been
implemented has remained inconclusive and the net
effects on the economy and employment is ambiguous.
It is still estimated that the overall cost of increasing

minimum wage may reduce the GDP by .1 percent by
early 2019. (Bank of Canada, 2017) Retail trade employs
a substantial number of its workforce at minimum
wage and a high number of seasonal and temporary
workers. Thus, an increase wage will lead to higher
level of variable cost, which may lead to a decrease
in profitability, all things remaining same. (Ontario
Chamber of Commerce, 2017) A detailed analysis of
the minimum wage increase and decent jobs in retail
is provided later in the report.

Retail Trade Industry: Durham Region
Between 2011 and 2016, Durham Region population
grew from 608,124 to 645,862, which is a 6.2 percent
increase34. Comparatively, the average annual
population growth for the five-year period from 2012
to 2016 was 1.08 percent. (Commissioner of Planning
and Economic Development) At the same time, the
number of retail stores went up from 47,191 to 52,607
from 2014 to 2017, which is an 11 percent increase
in four years. Thus, in terms of number of retail
businesses, retail is growing at a higher rate than
the population of the Region.
Durham Region retail trade industry is at an upward
trend35, Pickering and Oshawa each boasts a shopping
centre with multiple high-end international retailers.
Historic Downton Bowmanville is gradually revealing

itself to be a shopping, tourist and dinning destination
east of Toronto. Ikea has opened its first pick-up
point in Durham Region at Whitby. There is on-going
development in Ajax to convert its downtown into a
mixed use urban centre with retail options. Meanwhile,
the Windfields Farm development in Oshawa has 85
acres allocated to retail. According to the 2016 Census,
Durham Region retail trade industry employ 35,655
employees, which is 12.56 percent of the employed
labour force by place of residence (PoR). The retail
trade industry employs 3,015 more people than the
Health care and social assistance sector and therefore
is the highest employment sector in Durham Region.
Retail is a growing sector in Durham Region and all
data indicates that it continues to employ a substantial
amount of Durham Region labour force.

Table 6 - Number of businesses in Durham Region from Canadian business count prepared by Statistics Canada
Year

Number of businesses

2014

47,191

2015

49,248

2016

49,963

2017

52,607

From 2014 to 2017, the number of businesses in Durham Region increased from 47,191 to 52,607, by
11.5 percent. Durham Region businesses can mainly be categorised into small/medium36 and large. In 2017,
there were 37,112 businesses with no employees and 26 businesses with more than 500 employees.

33 These policies may be subject to change with change in provincial government.
34	Retrieved from Durham Region Census Profile, 2016 at http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2016/dp-pd/prof/details/page.
cfm?Lang=E&Geo1=CD&Code1=3518&Geo2=PR&Code2=35&Data=Count&SearchText=Durham&SearchType=Begins&SearchPR=01&B1=All
35 Key informant interview – 32 (BACD)
36	Small and Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEs) are defined by Statistics Canada as enterprises with less than 250 employees and less than $50
million in total revenue.
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Figure 18 - Durham Region businesses employee counts; taken from Canadian business patterns prepared
by Statistics Canada
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The figure above shows the increase in the number of Durham Region businesses according to their size and
in terms of number of people employed. In fact, while there is an 11 percent increase in the total number of
businesses, there is a decrease in the number of businesses with 500+ employees from 29 to 26, which translates
to a 10.34 percent decrease. The number of businesses with 200-499 employees fluctuated the most, with the
number rising from 70 to 78 then back to 73. There was an overall jump in the number of business with 50-99
employees from 351 to 390 representing a 11.11 percent growth. There is also notable increase in the number
of businesses without employees, which increased from 32,862 to 37,112, representing a 12.93 percent growth.
With the steady rise in businesses, the Durham Region economic development strategy emphasises on five
key growth areas. i.e., Agri-business, Energy, Environment and Engineering (EN3), Health Sciences, Innovative
Technology, Manufacturing and Tourism, harnessing the federal and provincial push toward technology and
innovation. Retail trade plays an important economic role in the future of Durham Region and as a growing
sector, there is clear opportunity for the Region to devise specific actions to target the retail trade industry
and the labour force employed in the industry.
The Durham Region section of the retail trade industry report studies the characteristics of Durham Region retail
businesses and trends in retail employment.

Retail Trade Industry in Durham Region
Durham Region is one of the regions in Ontario which, by population, is growing at a faster rate than Ontario
average. (Ontario Mininstry of Finance, 2017)
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Figure 19 - Retail businesses in Durham Region; retrieved from Statistics Canada business count
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The number of retail businesses in Durham Region has seen marginal growth over the last five years, with
businesses increasing from 3,311 to 3,625 between 2013 and 2017. 2016 had 61 less businesses compared to
2015, however 2017 saw a reversal of the trend and there were 25 more retail businesses in the region compared
to 2016. Considering the overall number of retail businesses, there has been minimal increase since 2014.
Figure 20 - Durham Region retail businesses employee counts; taken from Canadian business patterns
prepared by Statistics Canada
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The figure above depicts that over the last four years, the composition of retail businesses in terms of number
of employees have remained fairly constant. Just about 45 percent of the businesses are without employees,
20 percent of the businesses are with 1-4 employees and about 15 percent of businesses employ 5-9 people.
Ten percent of businesses employ 10-19 people and another 10 percent employ more than 20 people. Thus,
90 percent of retail businesses in Durham Region employ less 19 or less employees and therefore may be
classified as small and medium enterprises.
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Table 7 - Durham Region retail businesses employee counts; taken from Canadian business patterns
prepared by Statistics Canada
Businesses with Number of Employees
Year

Without
Employees

1-4

5-9

10-19

20-49

50-99

100-199

200-499

500 +

2014

1,643

690

554

380

204

77

50

19

3

2015

1,661

676

590

383

198

86

48

15

3

2016

1,626

674

567

399

190

75

50

15

3

2017

1,656

670

567

405

182

85

44

16

0

The employee count in businesses also show that between 2013 and 2017, the number of firms employing more
than 500 employees decreased from four to zero37, and currently no large retailer is among the top 10 employers
of Durham Region.38 There has been a slight overall increase in the number of businesses with no employees.
Number of businesses with 1-4 employees decreased from 792 to 670 and businesses with 20-49 employees
decreased from 192 to 182. However, businesses employing 5-9 employees increased and so did businesses
with 50-99 employees. Thus, while there is an increase in the number of retail businesses, number of large
employers have decreased over the last five years in Durham Region.
Figure 21 - Durham Region retail business subsectors; retrieved from custom purchased Statistics Canada
Canadian business counts
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37 Among large retail chains to be closed in the last years in Durham Region are Sears, Target, Grand and Toy, Staples etc.
38 From https://www.durhamregion.com/whatson-story/5941958-by-the-numbers-top-employers-in-durham-region/
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The figure above shows that since 2014, there is an increase in the number of businesses in almost all subsectors
except for electronic and appliance stores and gasoline stations. Motor vehicles and parts dealers decreased to
333 from 347 between 2014 and 2015 but increased by six again to 339 in 2017. The figure also reveals that in
Durham Region, food and beverages stores dominate the industry in terms of number of businesses, followed
by health and personal care stores and clothing and clothing accessories stores.
In terms of size of the businesses per subsector, some
subsectors such as food and beverages, general
merchandise stores and motor vehicles and parts dealers
have more large-sized firms then sectors such electronics
and appliance stores or sporting goods, hobby or book
stores. In 2017, motor vehicles and parts dealers had no
businesses with more than 500 employees, one business
with 200-499 employees and 186 businesses with no
employees. Similarly, there are 10 general merchandise
stores and five food and beverage stores with 200-499
employees. In contrast, there is one gasoline station with
50-99 employees and 119 without employees, out of the
207 gasoline stations in total. Similarly, out of the 348
non-stores retailers in Durham Region, 299 are without
employees whereas one business has 50-99 employees.
These results are expected since big-box chain retailers
are expected to have more employees than smaller
retailers selling hobby and sports goods, florists or
miscellaneous store retailers.

Oshawa Centre in Oshawa,
Durham Region has been
successful in signing
fashion brands such as Zara,
Aritzia, Victoria’s Secret,
H&M, Sephora, lululemon,
Birks and Pandora.

Durham Region retail had a multitude of stores in terms
of sizes and types. There are large, medium and small
boxes, in power centres, strip malls and shopping
malls, and online only retail businesses. The data points
toward possible upward trends when it comes to retail
expansion in Durham Region in the near future. Not
only new malls are being developed but they are also
catering to higher footfalls.
In 2016, Oshawa Centre, the largest shopping centre
in Durham Region, has had a 26.2 percent increase
in foot traffic, which translates to 10.6 million people
annually39. At the same time, small independent
retailers, while growing in numbers, are experiencing
difficulties growing in scale. Some independent
retailers interviewed as key informants have listed a
variety of challenges faced, including increased cost,
competition from large chain retailers, staffing and
moving their businesses to omni-channel operations.40
A detailed analysis on the technological challenges,
specially in conducting online businesses, faced by the
Durham Region independent retailers is provided in the
‘Retail trade and technology’ section later in the report.
In addition to the increase in minimum wage, one
of the major national policies likely to influence the
Durham Region retail map is the legalised cannabis
selling points. Municipalities of Ajax, Whitby and
Oshawa have been listed as three out of the 29
communities to have Liquor Control Board of Ontario
(LCBO) operated legal cannabis store41. The Region is
preparing itself for this development through a variety
of steps, including a two-day class at Durham College
for business professionals pursuing a career in the
medical marijuana field42. The scale of the stores and
the level of sales are yet to be determined, but Durham
Region is likely to have a stake in the 22 billion potential
recreational cannabis market. However, impact of the
legalized cannabis selling points on retail employment
is unlikely to be significant in the short-run.

39 Key informant interview (4)
40 Key informant interview (1, 2 & 5)
41	From https://www.durhamregion.com/news-story/7994000-ajax-whitby-and-oshawa-make-list-for-retail-marijuana-stores-due-to-open-injuly-2018/
42 From http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/medical-marijuana-fundamentals-durham-college-1.4419957
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Employment in Durham Region Retail Trade Industry
Over the last decade, percentage employed in Durham Region retail trade has remained fairly stable. Total
employment numbers in retail trade has increased from 33,570 in the 2006 Census to 35,650 in the 2016 Census.
Comparing these figures with the 2006 Census data provides an estimated trend for the retail trade industry in
the Region, as the table below showcases, the overall employment in the retail industry by PoR ranged between
12-13 percent of the employed labour force in Durham Region in the three census periods.
Table 8 - Employment in Durham Region retail industry(PoR); from 2006 census, 2011 NHS & 2016 Census
custom purchased data
2006
Census

2011
NHS

2016
Census

441 Motor vehicle and part dealers

4,270

3,880

4,605

442 Furniture and home furnishings stores

1,530

1,460

1,360

443 Electronics and appliances stores

1,145

1,170

1,545

444 Building material and garden equipment and supplies dealers

1,990

2,665

2,930

445 Food and beverage stores

8,495

8,585

8,060

446 Health and personal care stores

2,450

2,460

3,110

615

455

570

448 Clothing and clothing accessories stores

2,930

3,540

3,640

451 Sporting goods, hobby, book and music stores

1,580

1,405

1,710

452 General merchandise stores

5,620

5,550

5,225

453 Miscellaneous store retailers

2,195

2,380

2,000

750

910

895

33,570

34,460

35,650

NAICS

447 Gasoline stations

454 Non-store retailers
Total

The table shows the distribution of retail trade employees by PoR i.e., employees who have lived in Durham
Region, in 2006, 2011 and 2016. Retail employment, as a percentage of total employment remained almost
stationary in these three time periods. In 2006, 33,570 people were employed in retail, out of total employment of
264,575 people, constituting 12.68 percent of all employment. In 2011, the number of people employed in retail
increased to 34,460 out of 274,640 employed in all industries, which amounted to 12.55 percent of all employment.
In 2016, 35,650 people were employed in retail trade industry in Durham Region, which is 12.56 percent of total
employed labour force of 283,900.
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Figure 22 - Retail sector employment distribution by industry taken from custom purchased data (POR)
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The figure above shows the POR employment breakdown in Durham Region retail trade industry by subsectors
in the years 2006, 2011 and 201643. It shows that the overall composition of retail trade employment has also
remained stable. Food and beverage stores, although decreased two percent by employment size, still employs
23 percent of the total retail employment. Similarly, general merchandise stores, where employment decreased
by 395 people, represented a two percent change in the subsector composition by employment. In terms of
employment composition, the sectors which showed an increase are health and personal care stores with an
increase from seven to nine percent, clothing and accessories stores with an increase from nine to 10 percent
and building and materials stores with an increase from six to eight percent.
Table 9 - Number of retail employees44 in Durham Region by PoR & PoW from 2011 NHS & 2016 Census
custom purchased data
2011
Place of
Residence

2011
Place of
Work

2016
Place of
Residence

2016
Place of
Work

6,790

5,375

7,510

5,665

555

475

515

405

1,075

815

1,250

985

670

430

680

430

6421 Retail salespersons

11,930

10,500

11,630

9,980

6552 Other customer and information services
representatives

4,995

3,105

5,550

3,565

6611 Cashiers

5,010

4,985

5,470

5,230

230

210

165

155

3,315

3,025

2,995

2,775

580

445

505

430

35,150

29,365

36,270

29,620

NOC
0621 Retail and wholesale trade managers
1522 Storekeepers and partspersons
6211 Retail sales supervisors
6222 Retail and wholesale buyers

6621 Service station attendants
6622 Store shelf stockers, clerks and order fillers
6623 Other sales related occupations
Total

The table above describes the number of Durham Region residents working in the selected retail sales and
service occupations (PoR), as well as the number of people working in these occupations in Durham Region
(PoW). Among these selected occupations, the characteristics are similar to that of Ontario and Canada.
The highest number of people are employed as retail salespersons, followed by wholesales and retail trade
managers and cashiers. The trend continues across the two census time periods. The number of service station
attendants have reduced from 230 to 165, although its contribution to the retail sector employment has not
changed from one percent between 2011 and 201645.
In the two time-periods, there has been an increase in the number of people working as retail and wholesale
trade managers from 6,702 to 7,510, which is an 11 percent increase. Overall, there has been an increase in most
occupations across the sector, although some of the increases are marginal, for example, the number of retail
and whole buyers increased by 10 by PoR and stayed the same by PoW. There was a decrease in the number
of service station attendants and the number of store shelf stockers, clerks and order fillers. The table above
also outlines employment by four-digit NOCs to examine whether there is any difference between employment
by PoR and PoW and finds that there are more people living in Durham Region and employed in the retail
occupations compared to people working in these occupations in Durham Region. In 2011, 5,785 more people
worked in these occupations in terms of PoR, and in 2016, 6,650 more people worked in these occupations
in terms of PoR. This indicates that there are fewer people working within Durham Region in these occupations
compared to the number of Durham Region residents working in these occupations.
43 Since in 2011 it was NHS and not Census, comparisons may not be entirely accurate
44 NOCs in all industries
45 Since in 2011 it was NHS and not Census, comparisons may not be entirely accurate
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Table 10 - Employment in Durham Region by detailed retail occupation; from Census 2006
(20 percent sample data)
NOC
0621 Retail trade managers

Number Employed
6,610

1472 Storekeepers and parts clerks
6211 Retail trade supervisors

600
1,405

6233 Retail and wholesale buyers

490

6421 Retail salespersons and sales clerks

14,385

6611 Cashiers

5,925

6621 Service station attendants
6622 Grocery clerks and store shelf stockers
6623 Other elemental sales occupations
Total

280
2,945
855
33,495

The table above provides a snapshot of Durham Region retail occupations in 2006 and a comparison of the retail
occupation trends since 2006. Similar to 2011 and 2016, among these occupations, most people are employed
in sales at 14,835, followed by retail trade managers at 6,610 and then cashiers at 5,925. Thus, the bottom heavy
and sales dependant nature of retail trade industry results in a large number of employed labour force in sales,
cash and retail management positions, a trend which has remained the same in the last 3 census time-periods.
NHS 2011 also shows that when retail employees are commuting outside of the Durham Region for work, they
are generally going to Toronto and the nearby regions of York and Peel. 6,455 people commute out of Durham
Region in the retail industry out of which 4,395 employees work in Toronto, 1,640 employees commute to York
Region and 150 people work in the Peel Region. 1,190 employees who are commuting belong to the motor
vehicles and parts-dealers subsector, and 1,155 are employed in the food and beverage stores. In contrast, only
240 employees commute to work in the electronic and appliance stores and no employees commute outside
of Durham Region for employment at gasoline stations.
While the sector employs more than 12 percent of the labour force in Durham Region, some of the specific
retail trade occupations themselves make up nearly 50 percent of the top 10 regional occupations. Taking
the individual occupational codes and identifying the top 10 occupations in the region, the prevalence of
retail employment becomes more apparent. Overall, retail salespersons take up about 20 percent of top
10 occupations in Durham Region, followed by retail and wholesales trade managers at 12 percent and cashiers
at nine percent.
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The magnitude of retail occupations in the overall employed labour force composition is seen when the top 10
occupations in Durham Region are listed:
Table 11 - Top 10 occupations in Durham region by people employed from Census 2016 custom purchased data
Rank

NOC

Employed Labour Force

1

6421 Retail salespersons

11,630

2

0621 Retail and wholesale trade managers

7,510

3

6711 Food counter attendants, kitchen helpers and related
support occupations

6,780

4

4032 Elementary school and kindergarten teachers

6,590

5

6552 Other customer and information services representatives

5,550

6

6611 Cashiers

5,470

7

3012 Registered nurses and registered psychiatric nurses

5,410

8

1221 Administrative officers

5,300

9

1411 General office support workers

4,950

10

2171 Information systems analysts and consultants

4,110

The table above lists the top 10 occupations in Durham Region, and shows that there are four occupations in the
list which are predominantly retail, i.e., retail salespersons, employing the highest number of people in Durham
Region by four-digit NOCs, and retail & wholesale trade managers employing the second highest number
of people. Retail occupations other customer & information services representative and cashiers take up fifth
and sixth place respectively.
Table 12 - Top 10 occupations in Durham region by people employed from NHS 2011 custom purchased data
Rank

NOCs

Employed Labour Force

1

6421 Retail salespersons

11,930

2

0621 Retail and wholesale trade managers

6,790

3

6711 Food counter attendants, kitchen helpers and related
support occupations

5,960

4

4032 Elementary school and kindergarten teachers

5,900

5

1241 Administrative assistants

5,460

6

3012 Registered nurses and registered psychiatric nurses

5,325

7

1221 Administrative officers

5,065

8

6611 Cashiers

5,010

9

6552 Other customer and information services representatives

4,995

10

1411 General office support workers

4,670

Similar data from the 2011 NHS is provided as a point of comparison. Here too, retail salespersons and retail &
wholesale trade managers employ the highest and the second highest number of people in Durham Region, with
cashiers and other customer & information service representatives taking up eighth and ninth place respectively.
Thus, during the last two census periods, there have been four retail occupations among the top 10 occupations
in Durham Region. It can also be noted that cashiers moved up two ranks from eight to six during the two census
periods.
The data further reiterates the importance of retail occupation in the Region, notably in the store-front jobs of
sales and cash. These are jobs which are susceptible to automation and indicates any quick technology shift in
this area may lead to structural changes in the employment map of the region.
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Characteristics of Retail Employment in Durham Region
This section aims to explore the demographic and other characteristics of the retail trade industry in Durham
Region and get clearer understanding about the current state of employment in retail occupations. The
characteristics which this report examines include age-group, gender, education and wages. Where possible,
comparison is made in terms of retail occupations as well as retail subsectors.

Retail Trade Industry and Age-group
The retail trade industry is traditionally reputed for employing younger entry level workers to save costs and
accommodate the late work hours. Delimiting retail employment by age helps to provide an accurate picture
of the labour force characteristics and also helps to identify whether there is a difference in terms of age cohort
between the different retail trade occupations.
Figure 23 - Employment- Retail occupations by age-group & POR from Census 2016 custom purchased data

Employment in Retail Trade Occupations
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The figure above showcases the number of people employed in the selected retail trade occupations and how
the composition of the each of the occupations differ with age-group. Employees aged 15 to 24 years form the
bulk of cashiers at 58 percent, shelf stockers, clerks & order fillers at 46 percent, service stations attendants at 41
percent and retail salespersons at 37 percent. In contrast, employees aged 15-24 years form only four percent
of trade manager positions, with no retail trade managers in the age group 15-19 years. Forty three percent of
retail trade managers are aged 24 to 44 years, and employees of this age-group also form 40 percent of retail
sales supervisor and 42 percent of buyers. Similarly, another 30 percent of retail trade manager positions are
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filled by people aged 45-54 years and approximately 24 percent of retail trade managers are aged 55 years
and over. This is indicative of a career ladder in retail that moves from sales and cash positions to supervisory
and managerial positions as employees grow older.
The age-group breakdown of the retail trade occupations is further broken down in terms of work-schedule,
to study the occupational characteristics in retail trade industry.
Figure 24 - Retail occupations (FT) by age-group & POR from Census 2016 custom purchased data

Mainly Full-time Employment in Retail Occupations
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The figure above demonstrates the age-group breakdown of ‘mainly full-time’ retail employees and it shows
how, even for occupations where employees aged 15-24 years of age are predominant, there are least number
of employees of this age-group working full-time. In case of service station attendants, it is interesting to note
that there are no employees aged 15-24 years working full-time. Employees aged 24-44 years form the highest
percentage in all full-time occupations.
Figure 25 - Retail occupations (PT) by age-group & POR from Census 2016 custom purchased data

Mainly Part-time Employment in Retail Occupations
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In contrast, employees aged 15-24 years make up for the highest percentage of mainly part-time employees
of all ages and all occupations. 37 percent of all retail salesperson are between 15-24, and 56 percent of all
part-time retail employees are of this age-group. The data is similar for cashiers where 67 percent are of this
age group. The figure also shows how part-time employment decreases as people enter the age-group of 25
- 44 years, and then somewhat increases after the age of 55. Compared to the age-group of 45-54 years, there
is more part-time employment for 55 years and above in all occupations except other customer services and
information services representatives.
This may indicate, that while the employed labour force in the age-group of 25-54 years prefer full-time work,
employees over 55 years might prefer part-time work as a post-retirement career and because of the flexible
nature of these occupations.
At the same time, Durham Region key informant interviews46 of retail employees reveal that generally managers
and supervisors tend to work fulltime between 36-42 hours while keyholders, sales associates and assistants
(salespersons) tend to work part-time. Interviewees have also outlined that the part-time scheduling is voluntary
and are chosen because it is flexible and allows the employees to pursue their education, family and alternate
career options.
Figure 26 - Retail trade employees by age and subsector from 2016 NHS custom purchased data

Retail Trade Employment by Age and Subsector
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The figure above displays the distribution of age groups and subsectors within the Durham Region retail trade
industry. The highest number of people are employed in the food and beverages sector along with the general
merchandise stores, presumably working either in sales or cash. In both the cases, employees in the age range of
15-24 years dominate the fields while employees in the age range of 45-64 years dominate the sectors dealing
with furniture and home furnishings, as well as motor vehicles and parts dealership. However, it appears that the
out of the 525 employees working in gasoline stations, 230 employees or 43 percent of employees, are within
the 45-64 years age group.

46 Key informant interviews -8-31
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Retail Trade Industry and Gender
Census 2016 calculates that there are 21,110 female employees and 18,850 male employees in Durham Region
retail trade industry47. Thus, retail employment in Durham Region retail trade industry constitute of 53 percent
female and 47 percent male employees.
Figure 27 - Retail trade employees by gender and sub-sector from 2016 NHS custom purchased data
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Retail industry employment in Durham Region is not largely segregated in terms of gender, with six percent
more female employees than males. However, gender differences are apparent in certain sub-sectors. Almost
80 percent of full-time employees working in the motor vehicles and parts dealer subsector are male. Male
employment is also dominant in electronic and appliance stores, and among non-store retailers at 70 percent and
64 percent of employment respectively. Meanwhile, 75 percent of health and personal care stores and clothing
and clothing accessories stores are female. All other subsectors have balanced representations from the male
and female genders.

47	From http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2016/dp-pd/prof/details/page.cfm?Lang=E&Geo1=CD&Code1=3518&
Geo2=PR&Code2=35&Data=Count&SearchText=Durham&SearchType=Begins&SearchPR=01&B1=Labour&TABID=1
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Figure 28 - Retail occupations by gender and occupations from 2016 NHS custom purchased data
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The figure above shows that there is also clear gender differences when it comes to retail occupations in terms
of occupations. More than 80 percent of full-time store keepers and part-persons are male and so are nearly 70
percent of shelf stockers, clerks & order fillers. In contrast, more than 80 percent of cashiers are female. While the
male female ratio for trade managers is 60 to 40, the trend is reversed when it comes of supervisors where almost
60 percent of employees are female.

Retail Trade Industry and Education
Typically, retail sales and service occupations do not require or demand specialized credentials or education.
However, the retail trade industry incorporates a variety of occupations. Thus, this section studies educational
qualifications in terms of sales and service occupations as well as the retail trade industry as a whole.
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Figure 29 - Durham Region retail occupations (full-time) by education taken from NHS 2016 custom
purchased data
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The figure above charts the educational qualifications of full-time employees in the selected retail occupations in
Durham Region. Standing at 41 percent, 6,865 employees in retail occupations have secondary school certificate,
followed by 4,735 people with a college or non-university certificate. There are 1,455 employees, or nine percent
of employees with no certificates or degrees. However, there are 15 employees with earned doctorate and 250
employees, i.e., 1.5 percent of employees with a master’s degree.
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Figure 30 - Durham Region retail occupations (percentage) by education from 2016 NHS custom purchased data

Durham Region Retail Occupations (%) by Education
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The figure above demonstrates the credential composition of the selected retail occupations and shows that the
majority of employees are with a secondary school degree, with a fewer percentage of employees with any postsecondary credential. More than 55 percent of trade managers have secondary school credentials. Incidentally,
and all 15 employees with earned doctorates work as trade managers. Three occupations i.e., storekeepers
& part-persons, cashiers and shelf stockers & order fillers have 70 percent of the employees with either no
certificate or a secondary school degree.
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Figure 31 - Durham Region retail trade employment by education; from 2016 custom purchased data
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The figure above further reveals the similarity in educational attainment between the retail sales & service
occupations and all other retail trade industry occupations. Taking all occupations and employment within
the retail industry, it appears that 40 percent of retail trade employees have secondary school certificates,
and another 29 percent have college or non-university certificates. One percent of retail trade employees
have university certificates above bachelors.
This data also corresponds to more than 100 retail job advertisement posted on Indeed.com between the
months of December 2017 and February 2018 in Durham Region. The analysis found that out of 110 jobs posted,
23 required high school diploma or equivalent while two required bachelor’s degree and another four required
any post-secondary degree. 82 of the posted jobs did not specify an educational requirement criterion.
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Figure 32 - Educational requirement for Durham Region retail jobs; sourced from Indeed.com
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The occupations with unspecified educational requirement in the jobs posted range from cashiers to sales
associate, key holders and supervisors, while the jobs requiring bachelor’s degree are for store managers.
Jobs requiring high school degree and equivalent are primarily for sales associate positions in various chain
retail establishments.
Regarding educational attainment necessary for sales and service jobs in retail, key informant interviews
showcases similar results. Out of the 22 retail employees interviews (15 interviewees being managers),
17 employees confirmed that in sales and store-front jobs, educational credentials are nor a requirement.
Two other employee interviewees opined that secondary school certificate is adequate for carrying out
these functions generally expected in stores.

Retail Trade Industry and Wages
Wages not only provide a point of comparison for overall health of the industry but also provides a clear picture
of the occupational differences as they relate to industry.
Table 13 - Durham Region retail occupations by employment income (CAD): from custom purchased 2011 NHD
and 2016 Census data
2011 NHS
(CAD)

2016 Census
(CAD)

Percentage
Change

0621 Retail and wholesale trade managers

58,853

68,557

16.49%

1522 Storekeepers and partspersons

47,495

47,776

0.59%

6211 Retail sales supervisors

40,606

49,464

21.81%

6222 Retail and wholesale buyers

41,398

61,484

48.52%

6421 Retail salespersons

42,519

47,747

12.30%

6552 Other customer and information services
representatives

41,868

47,602

13.70%

6611 Cashiers

23,002

27,573

19.87%

6621 Service station attendants

33,865

39,119

15.51%

6622 Store shelf stockers, clerks and order fillers

33,628

34,665

3.08%

6623 Other sales related occupations

41,710

53,172

27.48%

NOCs
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The table above compares the changes in wages over the last two census periods. It shows that the average
employment income by POR in the retail occupations has increased across all the occupations In Durham Region.
Employment income has changed substantially for buyers at 48.52 percent, for supervisors at 22 percent and
for cashiers at 20 percent. There has also been a high level of increase in wages for managers at 17 percent
and service station attendants at 16 percent. The occupation to experience the least amount of increase is
storekeepers & partpersons which only saw an increase of .59 percent.
Data on wages also provides an idea about whether the industry or the occupations have differences in terms
of gender and education, and it can be helpful in understanding the parameters which influence the average
wages.
Figure 33 - Durham Region retail occupation by income (CAD) and gender48; from 2016 census custom
purchased data

Retail Occupation Income by Gender
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The figure above shows average employment income in retail occupations by POR for employees working fulltime. While male and female employees are equally represented in quantity, there is a definite gap between the
average employment income of male and female employees in all occupations. Male retail and wholesale trade
managers earn CAD 79,748, while female managers earn CAD 51,750, which is a difference of CAD 27,998. Male
retail supervisors earn CAD 67,326 while female supervisors earn CAD 30,109 less in average. Male cashiers earn
eight percent more on average compared to female cashiers.

48 Data for service station attendants are likely suppressed for this variable.
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In retail store front positions, wages may be decided by the size of the store, quantity of sales, number
of supervisees49 etc. However, for consistently higher wages for male employees might indicate that male
employees occupy the larger stores with a more employees and contribute to more product sales to acquire
more commission. However, more in-depth research is required to understand if there is a gender-based
wage difference in retail occupations in Durham Region.
Meanwhile, wages may also be impacted by education. Key informant interviews as well as retail advertisements
from Indeed.com shows that credentials are not a requirement to apply for retail occupations, specially in the
stores. However, there is a positive relationship between higher credentials and higher average employment
income.
Figure 34 - Durham Region retail trade industry employment income (CAD) by education50; from 2016 Census
custom purchased data
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The figure above shows the average employment income in retail trade industry by education of the employees.
According to the 2016 Census, the average employment income in Ontario is CAD 47,369, and the figure shows
that even with no certificates, it is possible in retail trade industry to earn an average of CAD 44,485. However, the
chart clearly shows that the higher the level of education the higher the average employment income across the
industry. Thus, an employee with a master’s degree in retail will earn almost CAD 50,000 more than an employee
with a secondary school certificate. Similarly, employees with college or other non-university diploma earn less
that employees with university certificate below bachelor level. Some of this difference may be explained by the
fact that, as seen in the section on ‘Education’, employees with higher credentials are more likely to be employed
as managers, supervisors and buyers.

49 Key informant interview - 9
50 Data for degree in medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine or optometry and earned doctorate are likely suppressed for this variable.
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Figure 35 - Durham Region retail occupation employment income (CAD)51 by education; from 2016 Census
custom purchased data

Retail Trade Income by Education
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The figure above charts average employee income in retail occupations by education and confirms that for
almost all occupations, education and employment income are positively related. As anticipated, the average
yearly wage in the retail sector is higher for a manager or a buyer with university degree. Across the board,
there is a high level of discrepancy between retail employees with no certificate and retail employees with
university certificate. An employee with a university certificate has the possibility of earning significantly more
than an employee with no certificate, and similarly, an employee with any certificate is likely to earn more than
an employee with no certificate. The differences are sharper in higher level occupations such as managers,
supervisors and buyers. Yet, even for cashiers and salespersons, employees with university certificate earn more
than the employees with no certificate, or employees with university and non-university certificate. The only
exception in this case in the other customer & information service representatives where full-time employees

51 Data for sections marked zero are likely suppressed.
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with no certificate have a higher average employment income compared to employees with a certificate.
The data therefore shows that while retail employers may not actively seek out higher level of educational
attainment, wages are still likely to be higher for employees with higher level of education.
Comparing retail trade industry wages by place of work and place of residence provides the following results:
Table 14 - Retail trade industry average employment income by POW and POR: from NHS 2011
custom purchased data
Place of
Residence
(CAD)

Place of Work
(CAD)

Difference

0621 Retail and wholesale trade managers

58,853

54,153

8%

1522 Storekeepers and parts persons

47,495

42,939

10%

6211 Retail sales supervisors

40,606

35,356

13%

6222 Retail and wholesale buyers

41,398

34,248

17%

6421 Retail salespersons

42,519

39,399

7%

6552 Other customer and information services
representatives

41,868

37,239

11%

6611 Cashiers

23,002

24,904

-8%

6621 Service station attendants

33,865

29,224

14%

6622 Store shelf stockers, clerks and order fillers

33,628

33,473

0%

6623 Other sales related occupations

41,710

33,128

21%

National Occupation Classification

The wage difference in retail occupations are less than 15 percent in most cases, with people living in Durham
Region earning more across the boards (except cashiers). This may indicate that people are commuting out
of the Region for retail jobs specially for higher level jobs such as buyers (17 percent higher), supervisors
(13 percent higher), storekeepers (13 percent higher) and managers (8 percent higher) etc. Since it is known
that there are more cashiers in Durham Region by PoR than by PoW the reversal of this trend for cashiers might
also signify a lack of cashier opportunities in the Region, prompting people to commute out of the Region
for lower paying cashier jobs. However, the trend in PoR and PoW may have changed in the 2016 Census.
The findings on retail trade industry sales, production and employment show that there are multiple factors
which have the potential to impact the Canadian and Ontario retail trade industry. The findings also show that
that Durham Region retail trade industry has many similar characteristics to the Canadian and Ontario retail trade
industry and therefore the factors that impact the provincial and federal retail trade industry are also likely to
impact the retail trade industry in Durham Region.
Both employment and growth are affected by the rapid technological changes in business operations and
purchase methods, change in minimum wage and changing employment relations. Additionally, even with large
scale retail employment, it is important to look at ways whereby the labour force can systematically consider retail
to be a viable long-term career option. Thus, the following sections attempt to study the impact of technology in
retail, skills and career development in retail and retail employment precarity, both in the national context and in
the context of Durham Region.
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Technological Innovation and Impact on Retail
The rapid pace of technological changes has an impact on all avenues of retail. From the consumer’s perspective
there is a definite change in shopping patterns, causing retailers to explore multichannel retailing, streamlining
operations and adapting their operational and selling techniques. The changing technology in Canada also
creates a myriad of challenges for retailers, which may include innovating on sales and practices, online sales,
use of social media etc., all initiated with the ultimate aim of creating a positive shopping experience for their
customers in terms of products and price. Meanwhile, technological innovation in form of automation has the
potential to affect retail and service jobs which employ 40 percent of the workforce in Canada. (Florida, 2017)

Technological Evolution of Retail Sales and Operation
Many customers use multiple channels for
researching and buying products, nudging retailers
to simultaneously concentrate on a multiple sales
channels. For example, a study titled Personalizing the
retail experience-Canadian Total Retail 2016 Report by
the business consulting firm PricewaterhouseCoopers,
LLP (PWC) shows 53 percent of surveyed Canadian
consumers research household appliances online,
while 71 percent buy them in-store. Therefore, the
future points toward providing an easy experience
for customers by building an omni-channel system,
which flows seamlessly between store and online sales.
(PWC , 2016)
Omni-channel also means using data more extensively
so that product related information can be accessed
efficiently. In a more technology-based future, data
based advanced analytics should be used to align
company’s operational focus to customer preferences.
(Deloitte., 2017) Retailers may also feel compelled
to gather aggregate data on customers themselves
(International Labour Organization, 2006) which may
spark more intense debates on customer privacy and
corporate access to customer preference data. Thus,
use of technology in retail have diverse repercussions
for the general public because of the magnitude of
the industry’s reach. Another step toward providing
seamless experience for the consumers is the use of
Augmented Reality (AR) to try products they can order
online. Retailers such as Sephora uses visual artist
tools, and Wayfair uses tools to allow customers to see
three-dimensional (3D) furniture in their homes prior
to purchase. (Retail Council of Canada, WisePlum,
Microsoft, 2017) Therefore, in addition to creating
platforms for the ever-increasing number of online
shoppers, Canadian retailers are advised to also
continue to use more practical solutions involving
training and technologically equipping the staff,
providing home delivery services and using analytics
to study consumer preferences and manage their
products accordingly. (Deloitte, 2014)
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Changing shopping and sales patterns have
repercussions for both online and brick and mortar
stores. Higher online sales is taking away sales from
bricks and mortar stores and is becoming an increasing
concern. (Yates & Hernandez, 2013). The growth in
online sales is calling for a change in traditional storebased business models. With the change in business
methods comes new challenges of implementation.
As customers develop a preference for using multiple
shopping methods, it is also important for Canadian
retailers to acquire the appropriate technical
infrastructure.
The basic infrastructure needed for multichannel
retailing is a digital subscriber line, a cable modem
and high-speed internet technology. Fortunately for
retailers, Canada is one of the countries with the highest
level of internet access in the world, however, the cell
subscription prices are higher in Canada compared
to other G20 countries. Expensive cell phone data
packages add to the high cell subscription rate. Cell
phone data package (monthly) is 12.5 percent higher
in Canada than that of the United States and double
of that of in the United Kingdom. (ibid)
Adding to purely technical challenges, investments
also need to be made on social media marketing
and transforming the store-based models to omnichannel systems. Thankfully, Canada is trying to devise
its own solution to overcome many of the challenges
to online shopping. An Ottawa based start-up called
Shopify is providing end to end solutions for online
sales, including design and payment systems, for
small businesses to sell online. Unwilling to forego the
personal connection, the online clothing retailers Frank
& Oaks have developed a system to build up long
term personalised relationships with their online clients
by including personalised notes with every delivery.
(Barmak, Brown, Hemmadi, McCullough, & Quan, 2015)
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One other significant barrier to mainstreaming online
retail for Canadian companies is geography. Product
delivery is a challenge in Canada even in the cities.
Markets outside of central Canada, including for
cities such as Vancouver, Calgary and Winnipeg are
spread apart and therefore cost of shipping is high.
(Yates & Hernandez, 2013). The challenge of getting
the products to the hands of the consumers, specially
on the same day, is described as the industry ‘white
whale’. Same day delivery is important in the context
of groceries and is largely dependent on long term
infrastructure support and sufficient consumer demand,
which will help gain economies of scale. Currently,
Canada Post is considering deploying a range of parcel
delivery options, including home delivery, pick-up at
a postal outlet and larger sized community mail boxes,
based on their research indicating that Canadians want
more delivery options. (Sorenson, 2014)

However, for a retailer, the primary intention is to
stay competitive because while retailers are trying to
use the technology to appeal to customers, a major
influencing factor in decision making for Canadian
consumers is the price. In 2016, PWC interviewed
over 1,000 shoppers in Canada and found that twothirds of the Canadians admitted to shopping at their
favourite retailers because of the price. (PWC , 2016)
The adoption of e-commerce has enabled retailers to
improve their competitiveness, but retailers should
also focus on logistics innovations on coordinating with
suppliers. (Industry Canada, 2010) Maintaining efficient
supply chains are particularly important here because
retail is still led by sectors such as food and beverages
and vehicle and auto parts dealer, therefore, ultimately
improving competitiveness through more efficient
production, supply and sales may be equally important.

Impact of Technology on Retail Employment
Achieving a smooth multi-channel system not only
depends upon technological solutions but also
upon empowering store-front employees who guide
relationships between the store/brands and the
customers. Engaging employees in the first step toward
building the omni-channel system since they will
provide the most useful feedbacks. (PWC , 2016)
The World Economic Forum dubs the growth of
technology as the Fourth Industrial Revolution and
predicts that it will cause widespread disruption in
business models and labour markets globally. (World
Economic Forum, 2016) Innovation and technology
sparks a process of structural changes which creates
new jobs while destroys some traditional ones.
(International Labour Organization, 2006)
Thus, with rising competitiveness and increased
consumer choices, labour productivity in Canada
needs to be increased just to maintain a consistent
GDP growth, implying that automation must be
accompanied with a higher level of labour productivity.
Thus, rise in technology must allow the aging Canadian
workforce to take advantage of the automation to
meet economic growth projections. (McKinsey Global
Institute, 2017) Historically, in the advent of desktop
computers and accompanying software, traditional
jobs such as switchboard operators, typists have
now become obsolete and have been replaced by
jobs which have higher productivity. In industrialised
countries, increased application of robots had no

significant effect on overall employment and robot
densification increased the annual growth of gross
domestic product (GDP) and labour productivity by
about 0.37 percent. (Oschinski & Wyonch, 2017)
In terms of employment, there is now a consensus
among researchers that the rise of technology in the
form of automation and computerisation will have an
impact on large number of routine service job holders.
Retail jobs in clothing stores, department stores i.e.,
retail sales jobs, are some of the jobs most at risk
due to future automation. (Florida, 2017) Moreover,
due to the nature of business and the changing
consumer preference, retail is one of the areas which
is estimated to be highly disruptive, not only in the form
of automation, but also in the form of self-sufficient
purchase ability on the side of the consumers as well as
the introduction of robots to carry out regular functions.
(Deloitte & HRPA, 2017) Examples of such disruptive
retail models are already in existence. The online retail
giant Amazon has ventured into brick and mortar retail
by establishing a grocery shop which is generally being
regarded as a prototype of future brick and mortar
stores in North America. Amazon has set up Amazon
GO52, their flagship experimental (beta) retail store in
Seattle, Washington. The shop does not require any
cashier or automated machines; customers are required
to use the Amazon GO application on their phones and
are automatically charged for their purchase once they
leave the store. While Amazon GO may be regarded as
the store which renders cashiers dispensable through

52 Retrieved from https://www.amazon.com/b?ie=UTF8&node=16008589011
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mobile phone applications, large chain retailers such
as Walmart have self-checkout systems already in place,
impacting cashiers in similar manner.
In this scenario, many experts predict that a substantial
percentage of jobs will be affected by the impending
automation in the near future, in Ontario, that number is
predicted to be 46 percent. Jobs in each sector is likely
to be affected, ranging from customer service to more
specialised sectors such as medicine and law. (Deloitte
& HRPA, 2017) A risk analysis on future employment
loses finds that jobs with wages from CAD 33,00036,000 are at a high and medium risk, compared to
jobs with higher wages (ibid), thus is likely to severely
impact the sales and cash jobs that dominate the retail
sector. In fact, one of the occupations most at risk of
automation in Ontario over the next 10 to 20 years
include retail salespeople. (Institute for Competitivenes
& Prosperity, 2017) Incidentally, automation and
increased online sales are expected to prompt an
increase in retail distribution and logistics occupations
such as customer service, information & related clerks

(NOC 1453), web designers & developers (NOC
2175), business development officers & marketing
researchers (NOC 4163), shippers and receivers
(NOC 1471), as well as higher skilled occupations
such as trade managers (NOC 0621 and 0015) (LMSID,
2016) Thus, it is predicted that there will be a distinct
shift in retail employment from the traditional retail
occupations, accompanied by an increase in demand
for occupations relevant to information technology,
marketing and product delivery. Meanwhile, routine
jobs such as a cashiers/customer service may have
to be reshaped and geared toward providing
personalised services to their customers and the
occupations might be elevated to the job specifications
relating to that of a customer service psychologist.
This also calls for longer policy level shifts on how
income and retirement planning is made, how social
security tools such as universal basic income, pension
plans can be used. Investment in technology-based
education is also necessary to retain competitiveness
and sustainability. (Deloitte & HRPA, 2017)

Technological Innovation & Durham Region Retailers
In Durham Region, arranging for appropriate and
technological resources for a shift to multi-channel
retailing can be extremely challenging, specially for
independent retailers venturing into online sales.53 Key
informant interviews of retailers reveal that challenges
to online and multi-channel sales range from managing
operations to managing advertising, with the ultimate
aim of improving reach and sales. Managing operations
deal with managing inventory, ordering and payment
while managing advertising deals with the use of
websites, Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) and
social media for increasing reach and sales. One of
the acute challenges is the lack of knowledge about
online sales procedures, software systems that may
help in operationalising the multi-channel system. It is
a relatively new field and key informants have revealed
that success in multi-channel retail requires personal
initiative and knowledge. Furthermore, a barrier to
establishing and maintaining multi-channel retail
requires an initial financial investment which many
retailers are unable to make.

Key informant interview with Business Advisory
Centre Durham (BACD)54 identifies that there may
be an ‘educational gap’ between the retailers and
the market, and to remain competitive retailers must
ensure convenience for the consumers. At the same
time, retailers should also aim to streamline their
businesses, analyse their sales data and customise
their products accordingly. Retailers in Durham Region
should be able to take advantage of analytics and
predictive modelling tools as well as social media
tools to enhance their online and physical footprint.
Ultimately, retailers need to provide compelling
experience and keep innovating with changing
consumer behaviour.

“There is a lot of unknown…
there is a lack of support for
online businesses…I learned
from watching other people”
- A Durham Region online retailer.

53 Key informant interview (1)
54 Key informant interview (32)
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“We understand that customers are always looking got new and exciting
experiences...in recent months we’ve hosted unique pop up experiences
including Brock Street Brewery over the holiday season and our OC
Holiday Truck Initiative ‘Spread The Warmth’, a fundraising initiative with
the Lakeridge Health Foundation. Both had a strong community tie back
and were well received by our shoppers”
- Key informant describes Oshawa Centre’s efforts to appeal to customers.

This being the case, several Durham Region retailers have managed to take advantage of e-commerce solutions
such as Shopify and Square to operationalize their online retail businesses, and use social media tools such as
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Pinterest to engage directly with the customers and opening a pathway for
critical feedback on the products and the process.

Technology, Automation and Durham Region Retail Employment
Retail occupations employ 11.6 percent of employed workforce in Durham Region by the 2016 Census Profile
and 12.56 percent of the employed workforce by PoR, and the Region is likely to be equally impacted as Ontario
because of the impending changes to retail jobs.
Table 15 - Risk of automation for selected retail occupations from Brookfield Inst. & Census 2016
NOCs

Probability of
Automation (%)

Employees in Durham
Region (PoR )

0621 Retail and wholesale trade managers

20.50

7,510

1522 Storekeepers and partspersons

64.00

515

6211 Retail sales supervisors

28.00

1,250

6222 Retail and wholesale buyers

29.00

680

6421 Retail salespersons

92.00

11,630

6552 Other customer and information
services representatives

55.00

5,550

6611 Cashiers

97.00

5,470

6621 Service station attendants

91.00

165

6622 Store shelf stockers, clerks and order fillers

64.00

2,995

6623 Other sales related occupations

85.30

505

The table above lists the retail occupations and maps it against the calculations completed by the Brookfield
Institute on the probability of occupation automation. It places a higher risk of automation at 97 percent for
cashiers, 92 percent for retail salespersons, 91 percent for service station attendants and 85.3 percent for other
sales related occupations. (Lamb, 2016) The percentages are derived by studying if the occupations are routine
and can be easily carried out by a machine. In Durham Region, these four occupations collectively employ 17,770
people, which is five percent of all Durham Region employed labour force, and they are facing a risk of their jobs
phasing out. However, as mentioned earlier, since these are structural changes due to technology, increase in
demand for other occupations may absorb many of the current retail occupations.
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“Absolutely not”
- a Durham Region
independent retailer’s
response on whether any
of the employees in his
business can be replaced
by technology, since the
work not only requires
customer interaction
but also specialised
skills and knowledge.

Additionally, while large retail chains are using methods such
as self check-outs which impact store staff, it is unclear how the
changing technology impacts employment in Durham Region
small independent stores structurally.
Key informant interviews of independent retailers show that
store-front headcount is affected primarily by cost, sales and
profit. Heritage retailers, retailers that operate family run stores
for generations, are unlikely to take advantage of automated
processes which make human help redundant.55 However, a
key informant56 who is manufacturing and retailing clothing
item reveals that access to industrial facilities, George Brown
College, in this case, reduces the need to hire cutters and sewers.
Additionally, store employment is impacted if more and more
retailers decide to transfer their operations online from bricksand-mortar. Therefore, further research is required not only to
understand this trend, but also to estimate how the store-front
occupations are likely to evolve and be replaced.

55 Key informant interview (32)
56 Key informant interview (6)
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Career and Skills Development in Retail
Discussions on career and skills development in retail
focus around perceptions and consumer expectations
about retail occupations. At the same time, it has been
established that with technological progress, retail
occupations will evolve with demand for different skillsets. Thus, examining retail as a career choice needs to
take account of how people perceive it, store-front and
industry realities and challenges and whether there is
noteworthy skills gap in retail.
Retail is a dynamic industry with a variety of
opportunities, career paths and job titles. However,
it is a general perception that there are only shortterm career paths in retail. Such perception is formed
because almost everyone has had some experience
of interacting with retail salesperson as a customer,
while numerous non-store jobs remain invisible to
the general population. (Greene, 2004) Some of the
prevalent perceptions about retail careers, as well
as retail management careers, are: limited career
progression, flexible working hours, wage rates, nonstimulating work, workplace stress etc. Retail career
seems to be known as ‘accidental career’ because it
is not generally chosen as the preferred professional
choice. At the same time, there also is a perception
that retail management careers maybe fulfilling
because of the flexible work hours and the variety
of work. (Gunn, Lee, Cappuccitti, & Taylor, 2017)
Generations Y57 and Z58, who are essentially the
employees of the near future, both have their distinct
notions about career in retail. Among both Generation
Y and Generation Z, unfortunately, first-hand retail
experience deters people’s decision to continue to
work in retail. (Christen, Iyer, & Soberman, 2006) In case
of Generation Y, it is hypothesised that pre-entry retail
job expectations and future career expectations are two
factors that influence a fourth-year university student’s
decision to enter a certain career in retail. Generation Y
is pessimistic about opportunities for fulfilling careers
and high pay scales. They also feel strongly about
employer’s obligation to provide training and other
opportunities for career development. (Hurst & Good,
2009) However, Generation Z seems to have a more
favourable attitude toward retail compared to the
general population, even when most of the occupations
available are those of salesperson, store management,

customer service etc. Yet, Generation Z also considers
future career progression to be important in their
career choices, and therefore a clear strategy is needed
to reconcile the transient nature of retail occupations
with the expectations of the future employees.
(Gunn, Cappuccitti, Taylor, & Wood, 2016)
These conflicting opinions point toward the lack
of clear understanding among researchers and the
general population about retail career paths and career
development. Factor analysis among 310 respondents
aged 19-79 shows that perception of retail careers is
defined by five key dimensions, career opportunity,
security, sense of community, service and autonomy.
Thus, there are clear opportunities for retailers to try
to clear some of the misconceptions surrounding retail
career. (Gunn, Lee, Cappuccitti, & Taylor, 2017) The
retail industry also exacerbates retail career related
confusion by being secretive about their internal human
resources system. Workforce training providers also do
not get data on career paths, job ladders and internal
data on the progress and advancement of individuals
which may help them provide adequate advice to their
clients pursuing career in retail. (Kazis & Molina, 2016)
It also needs to be noted that while there are
misconceptions in the market, there are some definite
systemic challenges to career development in retail.
First and foremost, the employment structure in retail
industries is heavy at the base; retail is supported by
pillars of store-front workers who do not come with
high level academic education, because their job
responsibilities do not require for them to acquire
high level academic education. However, employers
are demanding post-secondary credentials for
management positions and are also recruiting more
from post-secondary institutions (Greene, 2004)
Additionally, ratio of managers to store-front staff in
the retail industry is lower than most industries, thus
entry level retail workers tend to move laterally rather
than vertically in the industry. (Kazis & Molina, 2016)
Moreover, research on US retail sector reveals that
retail industry fails to inculcate a culture of continuous
learning or training, because of the traditional belief
is that ‘the cream will rise to the top’. (ibid) There is also
lack of significant correlation between the employee
performance and store performance (Christen,
Iyer, & Soberman, 2006) indicating that employers

57 Also known as the millennials. Generation Y are the of Americans born between 1980 and 2000, as defined by Goldman Sachs
58 Forbes magazine defines Generation Z as the generation born after 1995. They proceed the generation known as Millennials or Generation Y
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might not consider improvement in individual job
performance to be a factor in improving business
performances, and hence the lack of professional
development training opportunities in retail storefront jobs.
In fact, the retail industry itself realises that there is
a need to change people’s perception about retail
careers. Recruiters face challenges in appealing to
different talent pools, since they have to compete
with other industries for higher level retail jobs.
(Gunn, Cappuccitti, Taylor, & Wood, 2016) Fortunately,
retailers themselves are taking some steps to address
such challenges, some retailers in the US are taking
active measure to promote hourly workers to
management positions. One retailer is designing
internships in corporate offices in a bid to help steer
promising store personnel to management jobs.
Some retail firms in upscale regional markets in US
often hire frontline supervisors from among entrylevel employees. (Kazis & Molina, 2016)
Another contemporary trend in retail career
management is the growth of retail related formal
education. United States universities such as University
of Florida, Harvard and Texas A&M have identified
retailing as an important area of education59. In
Canada, St. Mary University in Halifax established
a retail research centre, called David Sobey Centre
for Innovation in Retailing and Services. Ryerson
University and University of Alberta both have a retail
management undergraduate programme. University of
York has courses on global retail management. McGill
University is set to open its retail management school
in 2018, following a $ 25 million donation from Aldo.
Moreover, the United States National Retail Federation
(NRF) launched a program in 2003 titled ‘This is Retail’
to promote career in retail and change people’s
perception of retail management careers. In Canada,
the Retail Council of Canada (RCC) created the
Canadian Retail Institute to provide retail career related
education and information. (Gunn, Lee, Cappuccitti, &
Taylor, 2017). In addition, RCC, as well as the NRF, now
offer certified trainings and courses to help candidates
jumpstart their career in retail. The courses cater to all

levels of retail industry employees and aim to provide
some education in customer service, retail industry
fundamentals and retail leadership. The training
courses are provided online and are said to have
been developed in consultation with industry experts60.
Regionally, the Ottawa Employment Hub, the Local
Employment Planning Council (LEPC) in Ottawa, has
devised a retail industry specific programme which
provides employment support in addition to literacy
and basic skills training, while also incorporating
psychometric ‘talent-to-role fit assessment’ for potential
retail employees. (Ottawa Employment Hub, 2018)
Despite of the emerging retail training programmes,
there is still apparent lack of understanding on
perceived skills-gap in retail. Requirement for retail
related credentials are not generally demanded in retail
job advertisements published in job search websites.
The Retail Training and Employee Benchmark Survey
2015 surveyed 50 retail-training professionals who
responded that 21 percent of the candidate pool lack
the required skills, while 12 percent have low retail
experience. The survey also emphasised on lack of
skills such as attitude and team work are grounds for
disqualification in the industry. But, the respondents
also corroborated that the ability to offer competitive
compensation, rather than skills-gap, was the greatest
barrier to finding suitable candidates in 24 percent of
the cases. (Retail Council of Canada, 2015)
Similarly, the Toronto-Dominion Bank (TD) Economics
Jobs in Canada report disagrees that there is severe
skills gap in Canada, except in some non-retail specific
sectors, but reiterates that transferable skills are gaining
importance. (TD Economics, 2013) Transferable skills are
skills that are applied in broad spheres of work contexts,
they may include interpersonal skills, communication
skills, organizational skills etc. (OECD, 2012), and these
are skills which are currently demanded by employers.
TD also reveals that professional development training
still do not have adequate traction in Canada and
recommends strategies such as higher wages to fill
labour shortage, along with the promotion of benefits
and incentives. (TD Economics, 2013)

59 Retrieved from https://www.ualberta.ca/business/centres/retailing
60 Retrieved from https://www.retailcouncil.org/memberservices/retail-education
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Retail Skills and Career Development in Durham Region
Interviews of retail employers, employees and other key actors in Durham Region reaches similar conclusion.
There is challenge in systemically planning a career in retail and it is unclear whether there is a skills gap.
However, discussions show that there is a predominant demand for essential skills61 and lack of significant
demand for, and knowledge about, retail credentials.
Figure 36 - Skill-requirement in Durham Region retail jobs; sourced from Indeed.com

Skills Demanded
Digital skills

20%

Communications

1%

Customer Service

16%

Organisation

5%

Leadership
22%

3%

Workign with others
Detail oriented
Driver's license

1%

Numerical skills

7%

Goal oriented

5%
8%

12%

Not speciﬁed

The prevalence of essential skills and employability skills requirement is clear in the Durham Region retail job
postings as well. Among 111 retail jobs advertised in Durham Region during December 2017 to February 2018,
39 demand communication skills and 21 demand customer service skills, as well as other skills for employability
such as leadership, organizational skills and essential skills such as numerical skills. 28 require information
technology skills and computer literacy, including fluency in MS Office software. Thus, the specific skills most
demanded are communications skills at 22 percent, digital skills at 16 percent and customer service skills at
12 percent.
The retail advertisements placed through Indeed.com also reveal a distinct trend in educational/credential
requirement for retail occupations.

61	This report uses the terms essential and employability skills in lieu of transferable skills. Details on essential and employability skills are provided
in the section on Key Terms.
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Figure 37 - Credential requirement for Durham Region retail jobs; sourced from Indeed.com

Credential Requirement

21%
2%
3%

High school or equivalent
Bachelor
Post-secondary

74%

No education requirement mentioned

The chart above displays the demand for credentials in retail jobs in Durham Region. Out of the 111 jobs
analysed for this report, 72 percent i.e., 82 job postings did not mention and degree requirement. 21 percent
required high school education or equivalent, two required a post-secondary degree and two specified that
a bachelor’s degree is required. The jobs requiring bachelor’s degree are both for management positions.
Thus, within the industry, the demand for credentials is yet to be formed.

“Do everything”
- Response of a Durham Region retail employee on retail job description
In key informant interviews, employees reveal that store
front jobs in retail range from opening stores, shelving,
displaying, customer service, sales and cash, among
other responsibilities. Employee interviewees show
that while employees working in retail can have all
levels of credentials, retail employees do not consider
any credential to be a prerequisite for work in retail.
Out of 23 store-front retail employees interviewed,
17 responded that no credential is required for storefront retail jobs, even at a store manager level. Two
employees thought a secondary certificate is sufficient
and two other employees believed experience is all
that is required.
However, all of the retail employees interviewed
emphasised on the need for essential and employability
skills. Being able to handle cash and sales are crucial
responsibilities of store-front retail employees and
therefore numeracy and customer-service were listed
as top skills required for retail jobs. Many employees

also listed multi-tasking and communications as
indispensable part of their workplace and are necessary
factors in achieving success and fulfillment in retail.
Thus, there is an acute demand for essential and
employability skills, and interviews with independent
retailers in the Region also portray similar views.
Retail recruitment in Durham Region is done through
online services such as indeed.com and company
websites, in addition to walk-in interviews and personal
referrals from family and friends. Employers noted that
friendliness62 and approachability are required more
than a higher level of education. Retail employers also
look for customer service skills, reliability and product
knowledge.63 In Durham Region, evidently, employers
are actively seeking out several skills in addition to
academic credentials. Key informant interview with
an Ontario Employment Service Provider (ES) reveals
that there is demand for skills such as communication,

62 Key informant interview (1)
63 Key informant interviews (1,2 & 5)
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customer service and basic knowledge of health
and safety, numerical skills, critical thinking etc. 64
In terms of skills development of current employees,
key informant interviews find that a basic training is
provided to most employees and by most employers.
Chain retailers, as well as independent retailers, provide
training relevant to their organisations. Independent
retailer interviews also show that employees are
provided with sector specific training after recruitment.
Nevertheless, in both the cases, more information is
required about organisational continuous learning
plans in order to analyse career building opportunities.

Key informant interviews also show that many store
managers are able to build their career in retail,
possibly at the organisations they started in. Out of the
23 retail employees interviewed, 15 were supervisors
and above, and many had begun as sales assistant
(salesperson) and have gradually moved up in the same
company. Thus, long term career building is more likely
with retail chains, since many smaller independent retail
establishments, specially specialty shops, mostly recruit
on a seasonal basis and are unable provide long term
career opportunities.

Decent Employment and Minimum Wage Effects
Decent work is a term conceptualised by International Labour Organization (ILO) and is broadly equated with
productive work, secure environment, personal development, social protection for families, and equality of
opportunity and genders. (International Labour Organization, 2018) ILO has set up a number of indicators
to measure and program the concept of decent work, which are as follows: i) employment opportunities; (ii)
adequate earnings and productive work; (iii) decent working time; (iv) combining work, family and personal
life; (v) work that should be abolished; (vi) stability and security of work; (vii) equal opportunity and treatment
in employment; (viii) safe work environment; (ix) social security; and (x) social dialogue, employers’ and workers’
representation. (International Labour Organization, 2013)

Decent Employment and Retail Workplace Precarity
ILO also defines the relationship between a
subordinate worker and his/her supervisor as an
employment relationship because it establishes a
legal link between the employee and the employer.
However, with the emergence of new forms of work,
it is now becoming increasingly difficult to uphold
employment relationships, which in turn may augment
employee insecurity. This is particularly relevant for
retail commerce because it is the sector which has
experienced the greatest level of diversification in its
waged employment. The transformation in employment
relationships into non-standard arrangements
ultimately lead to lower employment standards and
deteriorated workplace environment. (International
Labour Organization, 2015)
Thus, the characteristics of retail sector work is veering
toward what is called ‘precarious employment’ marked
by non-standard employment, short-term contract,
hourly wages, lack of benefits, lack of paid vacation,
income variability, unspecified and unconfirmed work
schedule, cash payment etc. (Poverty and Employment
Precarity in Southern Ontario (PEPSO), 2015) The nature

of work in the retail sector has always been precarious,
which has now been augmented by the low-cost
management style popular in competitive economic
environments which results in high turnover and low
welfare. While the retail sector is the highest employing
sector in the economy, the sector is now ‘emblematic’
of precarious employment. (Coulter, 2016)
In Ontario, 26.9 percent of employees are engaged in
non-standard employment and retail commerce has the
highest share of non-standard employment with 11.1
percent of total non-standard labour force (Ontario
Ministry of Labour, 2017). Minimum wage and part-time
work is also highly concentrated in retail trades. The
share of part-time work in Ontario also increased by
nearly 20 percent between 1976 and 2015, and almost
30 percent of the employees working part-time are
doing so involuntarily. Several factors, such as transition
to knowledge economy, the shift from manufacturing
economy and rise of the service economy, is influencing
this change in the workplace. Some of the changes
are also due to the influx of vulnerable workers in the
workforce, along with the gradual decline of unions.

64 Key informant interview (3)
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(Onatrio Ministry of Labour, 2016) Uncertainty in
workhours and predictability also effects job quality.
Variability and unpredictability affects the employees’
ability for financial planning, their ability to schedule
alternative income earning activities and the quality
of their family lives. Long and expanding operational
hours are generally used to control labour cost and
achieve lean staffing. In Canada, raw weekly hours fell
by 1.3 hours between 1987 and 2007 and retailers are
starting to control unit labour cost by lowering hourly
wages and decreasing benefits to part-time entry-level
workers. (Carré & Tilly, 2012)

employee rights. In fact, at number 20, Costco is
the only retailer in Canada to have a spot in the
in Glassdoor top-20 employers list65 in 2018.

The newly enacted Fair Workplaces, Better Jobs Act
2017 also addresses many of the concerns emphasised
in the section above, by initiating movement towards
a minimum wage somewhat adjusted to inflation,
better scheduling, emergency leave, public holiday
pay etc. The Act also mandates that full-time and parttime workers must be paid equally for equal work, a
stipulation which came into effect on 1 April 201866.
These are factors which are likely to create a better
A Shareholders’ Association report on decent work in
working environment in retail, as well as other sectors.
retail in Canada also shows the presence of workplace Whether it adequately addresses the questions of
precarity in retail. The Ontario Government’s 2013
job security, better working hours, training and a
inspection on employment standards in retail sector
career path is yet to be studied. At the same time,
shows that 80 percent of the employers inspected had with the changing labour force, how the Act improves
violations of the Employment Standards Act related to employment relations amidst a competitive work
unpaid holiday pay, excess work hours and irregularities environment will be revealed as it is enforced in the
in vacation pay. (SHARE, 2016) Compared to other
coming years.
industries, retail employers fall short in ensuring

Minimum Wage Increase and Retail Employment
The decision to increase the minimum wage in Ontario
is particularly relevant because retail is among the three
industries, along with accommodation/food services
and agriculture, which have the largest percentage
of the workforce employed at minimum wage. Retail
industry employs 24 percent of its workforce at
minimum wages compared to food/accommodation
services, which has 39 percent at minimum wage
level and agricultural industries which has 18 percent.
In Ontario, 30.7 percent of the workforce working
at a minimum wage level are employed in retail. All
other industries excluding retail, food and agriculture,
employing 81.3 percent of all workers, constitute
40.9 percent of the minimum wage workforce.
(Ontario Minimum Wage Advisory Panel, 2014)
Ontario and Alberta are the two provinces committed
to a minimum wage at CAD 15 an hour by 2019.
A number of simultaneous after-effects are predicted
to follow the quick rise in minimum wage. As an initial
step, many studies point toward a probable decrease
in retail employment, given the large number of retail
workers earning minimum wage. Factoring rapidity
of the increase, from CAD 11.60 in October 2016 to

CAD 15 in 2019, this higher minimum wage may lead
to a reduction in jobs by 80-90 thousand by the end
of the decade, and the reduced number of positions
will be accompanied by an increase in the consumer
price index (CPI) of about .3 percent. (TD Economics,
2017) There may also be a sharp rise in the minimum
wage level employment, covering nearly 30 percent
of the total labour force. Recent reports also suggest
that the minimum wage has a trickle-up effect on many
employees across the companies67 and thus may lead
to an increase in overall wages.
On the other hand, it is also argued that the increase in
minimum wage will increase labour force participation
and reduce unemployment. (ibid) Results on direct
correlation between decrease in employment
and increase in minimum wage are ambiguous for
population of men and women aged 25-54. No specific
effect on women is evidenced either, even though more
women are employed in minimum wage jobs. However,
results for prime aged (25-54) immigrants show a
negative and significant correlation with the increase in
minimum wage. Additionally, minimum wage increase

65	Glassdoor, a global management evaluation website, comprise a yearly list of top employers in Canada. Complete list can be found at
https://www.glassdoor.ca/Award/Best-Places-to-Work-Canada-LST_KQ0,26.htm
66 Retrieved from http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/equal-pay-equal-work-ontario-labour-changes-1.4601257
67	Retrieved from http://business.financialpost.com/news/economy/ontario-minimum-wage-hike-trickles-up-to-higher-earners-over-to-otherprovinces
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exceeding five percent has no differential impact on
employment outcome, or there is unclear correlation
in this regard. (Rybczynski & Sen, 2017)
Retail trade industry traditionally contains some of
the lowest paid occupations and the case for higher
wages in retail have been gaining tractions in research
and policy discussions, not only because it improves
employee living standard but also because it acts
as a driver of further economic growth. (Yalnizyan,
2017) Adding to this incentive for higher growth is the
argument that that retailers could provide the nation a
needed economic boost by paying higher wages, while
remaining profitable and continuing to offer low prices.
(Ruetschlin, 2012)

Large retail chains all over the world have proven
that a decent wage level can be paid while providing
low priced good and earn a profit. (Ruetschlin, 2012)
Further research also validates this viewpoint. In an
analysis of four large retail chains around the world;
Costco, Trader Joe’s, QuikTrip and Mercadona, it is
found that they offer their employees better jobs while
experiencing high productivity, good customer service,
healthy growth and excellent returns. However, their
achievements are results of using their workforce, even
the store-front staff, as strategic assets and investing
in their employees with the expectations of higher
productivity returns. Additionally, good designs in
operations help them achieve higher productivity and
profitability by motivating and training staff. Walmart
executives are reported to have said that improving
shelving alone could earn three billion dollars.
(Ton, 2014)

Decent Work & Durham Region Retail
Analysis of Durham Region retail and key informant interviews of employees in Durham Region show that the
local retail trade industry does embody several criteria of workplace precarity, including hourly wages, lack of
paid vacation, unspecified and unconfirmed work schedule etc.
Figure 38 - Scheduling in Durham Region retail jobs; sourced from Indeed.com

Scheduling in Retail Trade
4%
8%

40%

Not speciﬁed
Weekends and evenings
Holidays

48%

Nights

Durham Region retail job postings also show work hours variability and unpredictability in retail occupations.
Among the 111 job postings analysed for this report, 60 (48 percent) required their employees to work
weekends and evenings, while 5 (4 percent) postings were for nights. Another 10 (8 percent) were recruiting
specifically for the holidays. It is also noteworthy how 40 percent of the job postings did not specify hours of
work. However, since majority of them are sales associate positions, it is likely that these employees will need
to stay at the stores during store working hours.
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Figure 39 - Hours in Durham Region retail jobs; sourced from Indeed.com

Hours Requirement in Retail Jobs
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Part-time
Not speciﬁed
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Similarly, workplace precarity is further amplified by the
lack of full-time work. Among 111 retail jobs posted in
Durham Region, 46 (42 percent) are part-time while 26
(24 percent) are full-time. 38 (34 percent) of the posted
jobs do not specify the work hours, thus employees are
unaware of the type of schedule they are applying for
when they are applying for the position.
Among the employees interviewed for this report,
scheduling is done one to two weeks in advance,
and part-time employees are paid on an hourly basis.
While assistant and associate level employees are able
to take sick days off without payment, employees at
a supervisory level and above must ensure that their
position is covered prior to taking sick days, even when
paid sick days are mandated in their contracts. Work
schedule varies and includes weekends and evening
shifts and work hours at supervisory level generally
ranges from 37 hours to 60 hours a week.

The nature of the retail trade industry is an influencing
factor in the unpredictable and variable workhours in
retail, but at the same time the retail industry provides
some advantages for its employees as well. The industry
serves as a starting point for students and younger
employees and provides the much-needed experience
employers demand. Additionally, two Durham Region
independent retailers expressed that it is more difficult
to recruit part-time and seasonal employees because
it is challenging to find employees willing to work on
temporary, part-time contracts. However, the nature of
the retail establishments, as well as costs, prevent them
from employing full-time permanent employees68.
Therefore, more detailed employee interactions will be
useful in understanding the level of precarity in retail
employment in Durham Region, and whether the retail
industry is providing a decent work environment for
its employees.

68 Key informant interviews (2 & 5)
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Minimum Wage Increase in Durham Region Retail
The minimum wage increase declaration has been
received both positively and negatively by the various
actors in Durham Region. While the Durham Region
Labour Council thinks it is a boost for the workers and
the economy, the chambers of commerce expressed
concerns over possible job losses69. Higher minimum
wage increases the cost of running municipal
governments and higher property taxes may
also be a consequence in Durham Region70.
During key informant interviews, some retailers have
emphasised that their employees are paid higher
than minimum wage and therefore are unlikely to be
impacted by minimum wage increase. Employees
interviewed expressed several distinct views on the
impact of increased minimum wage. Employees at
supervisory level and above noted that impact on
part-time employees have generally been positive,
however some of the companies have instituted a
headcount freeze and reduced work hours. This has
led to increased work burden for current employees
since responsibilities have remained the same. All
part-time employees noted either no impact or positive
impact on themselves, and no impact on the sales of
the products. No employee observed in any decrease
in sales or footfalls which they have attributed to
increased minimum wage.

69
70
71
72

Independent retailers interviewed have listed several
retaliatory responses to the increase in minimum
wage, including cutting employee hours, employer/
owner working more hours and closing store once a
week71. Independent manufacturer-retailers have also
noted sector-wise price increase for raw materials since
January 2018, which they have correlated to increase
in minimum wage.
There has also been a change in attitude for employee
recruitment and retention. The rise in minimum
wage is prompting employers to demand more from
new employees. An employment service provider
interviewed as a key informant noted that since
employers are now bound to pay a higher rate, they
might also demand higher levels of productivity and
flexibility from employees and expect the employees
to bring in higher level of skills to the workplace72.
Employee interviews also show similar sentiment in
hiring and store managers acknowledged selective
hiring and selective scheduling because of company
wide hiring freeze.
Therefore, specific after effects of increased minimum
wage has been reduced hours and headcount freeze.
Yet, most part-time retail employees are yet to feel
the impact because individually many part-time retail
employees work in multiple stores and therefore may
be able to work 40 hours a week even with reduced
work hours at certain retail outlets while taking home
higher wages. Thus, in Durham Region the impact of
increase in minimum wage, if any, will manifest itself
in the longer term.

Retrieved from http://oshawaexpress.ca/minimum-wage-increase-receives-mixed-reviews/
Retrieved from https://www.durhamregion.com/news-story/7557789-minimum-wage-increase-will-have-maximum-impact-on-ajax/
Key informant interview (2 & 5)
Key informant interview (3)
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Recommendations
1. Gather Data on Retail Sales to Analyse Trends in the Industry
One of the challenges in analysing trends on retail trade industry in Durham Region, specially in comparison to
federal and provincial analysis, is the lack of publicly available information on retail sales, production or any other
financials. The data supplied by in the Canadian Business Count completed by Statistics Canada only focuses on
the number of retail outlets, and therefore is an inappropriate indicator of the health of the industry because trends
cannot be identified.
Without aggregate data on retail sales, trend analysis exercises on the retail trade industry will be inconsistent
because calculations on retail industry’s contribution to the Durham Region economy remains incomplete.
The lack of sales or other financial data on the industry also presents a challenge to formulate evidence-based
strategies on retail employment, and thus renders impossible comprehensive long or short-term planning for
retail employment.

2. Support Retailers and Retail Employees to Prepare for Online Retail
Key informant interviews with retailers reveal that online retail is a growing trend in Durham Region and many
new retailers place equal, if not more, importance on online retail as brick and mortar retail. For retailers, online
retail creates an alternative way to increase their sales without the complication of renting and managing physical
space and store front employees. Business Advisory Centre Durham, a regionally supported agency providing
support to entrepreneurs, note that online is the way of the future and retailers in Durham Region have shown
a general regard for online businesses.
Key informant interviews also reveal that online retail has largely been employer driven and retailers are left to
learn from each other rather than receive targeted support in their initiatives. Moreover, a primary barrier for a
retailer to transition the business into a multichannel one is the lack of financial and technical resources. Thus,
Durham Region programmes to actively facilitate investment and growth for small businesses73 would benefit
from incorporating specific initiatives to help small retailers explore online business opportunities in order to
improve their level of competitiveness.
Similarly, data indicates that retail occupations are evolving to adjust to the evolution of technology, and demand
for skills related to online marketing, online sales etc., will likely increase. Thus, there is a need for service
providers to recognise these changes and adapt their services to employees accordingly.

3. I ncorporate Essentials and Employability Skills Focused Training
for Potential Employees
All discussions around retail skills point toward a need for higher level of essential and employability skills. Some
specific skills which have been discussed multiple times by both employees and employers are customer-service
skills which falls into the category of employability skills as well as literacy, numeracy and thinking skills, which
falls into the category of essential skills.
When it comes to retail occupations, these skills have come to the forefront now, and amongst the employees
and employers interviewed, they take precedence over higher level credentials. Thus, it is imperative that any
support to potential retail employees in terms of training incorporates these skills into its curriculum.

73	Durham Region economic development strategy – Goal 4 retrieved from https://www.durham.ca/en/doing-business/resources/Documents/
EconomicDevelopment/EconomicDevelopmentStrategy2017-2021.pdf
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4. Formulate Retail Credentials System Based on Market Demand
One of the defining features of retails sales occupations is that employees are able to apply to and work
in these positions without specified credentials. However, there are now retail management undergraduate
degrees available. In addition, with the establishment of the Canadian Retail Institute and formation of retail
specific credentials, potential retail employees can take advantage of acquiring credentials, if they so desire.
Yet, credentials for store-front retail occupations must be designed in partnership with employers to ensure that
the employees are being equipped with the skills demanded by the market, such that the credentials facilitate
the recruitment process instead of deterring the candidates from entering the market.
Service providers and post-secondary institutions also have the opportunity to connect with retail employers at
all levels to understand recruitment and retentions strategies. Connecting with employers directly to gain insights
on how retail recruitment and retention decisions are made will help them advice their clients plan potential retail
careers in an informed and systematic manner.

5. Establish a Link with the Retail Trade Industry
Retail trade industry employs a significant number of workers at a low-wage level. In retail, full-time employees
working as cashiers may earn as little as CAD 26,000 per year, many of them working on a part-time hourly
payment system. As an economically important industry in Durham Region, there is a need for the Local
Employment Planning Council (LEPC) to connect directly with the key actors in the sector.
Thus, a continuous and systematic dialogue between retail employers, retail employees, service providers,
Durham Region LEPC or the regional government may ensure that any concerns raised by retail employees can
be addressed. Discussions and conversations may be carried out in the form of a Subject Matter Working Group
(SMWG) with involvement of key stakeholders. Additionally, a retail employer may be sought to participate in the
LEPC Central Planning Table (CPT).
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Conclusion
Canadian retail trade industry has seen some shifts in structure and business processes. The 2008 recession
caused the retail market to segregate concurrently into high-end stores and discount stores, development in
technology incited a change in shopping habits. In contrast, labour force characteristics remained much more
consistent with steady supply and demand of retail workforce. However, over the last decades retail employment
has increased in precariousness. The overall trends in the industry may be summarised as follows:

Retail Sales and Retail Production
up in Canada and Ontario
As the Canadian economy grows, the retail trade
industry in Canada has also experience growth with
regards to retail output, sales and retail employment.
The data points towards close positive relationship
between retail trade industry and the overall economy
in the post recession economic environment. Similarly,
retail sales in each of the subsectors increased, with
the highest level of growth in the motor vehicles and
part dealerships. Retail e-commerce is gaining in sales,
volume and prominence prompting retailers to explore
multi-channel retailing options.

E-commerce Investment a Challenge
in Durham Region
The rise in e-commerce is largely attributed to the
advent of technology in everyday lives, combined
with the price competitiveness and the convenience
of doorstep delivery. In Canada, there has been
noteworthy shift towards online sales and multichannel operations and retailers in Durham Region has
also followed suit. A variety of retailers selling items
ranging from clothes, sporting equipment to specialty
food items, provide online purchase options for their
customers. Many traditional independent retailers,
however are unable to make the initial investment
needed to transition to omni-channel retail. Due to
lower profit margin, smaller retailers are unable to
commit significant resources to overhaul their business
processes. Thus, traditional retailers are still dependant
on direct customer interaction and face-to-face sales.

Significant Retail Employment Among
Durham Region Labour Force
The retail sector of Durham Region is still in an
expansion phase, where closure of large retail chains
is being accompanied by an increase in the number of
small and medium retailers. High-end retail shopping
malls are in construction phase and will contribute
to generating some employment opportunities, for

example, the Oshawa centre created an estimated
2,000 employment opportunities,74 and new shopping
malls are likely to further increase demand for retail
employment.
During this time, the proportion of retail employees
among Durham Region employed labour force
remained consistent. Retail salesperson is the
occupation with the highest number of employees
in Durham Region, and in fact there are three retail
occupations (retail salespersons, retail trade managers
and customer service representatives) among the top
ten occupations in Durham Region.

Importance of Essential and
Employability Skills in Durham
Region Retail Jobs at all Levels
A scan of the retail market and the discussions with
the employment service providers both reveal that
skills requirement, even for entry level positions,
is experiencing some shift. Essential skills and
employability skills are at the forefront of employer
demand. Focusing less on credentials, employers are
seeking attributes such as teamwork and leadership,
which are employability skills, together with essential
skills attributes such communication and organisational
ability. As the workforce becomes more educated,
these skills seem to be the distinguishing factors that
decide on employability.

Minimum wage increase impacts recruitment
and retention of retail employees
Durham Region independent retailers who are faced
with lower profit margins, competition from franchises
and e-commerce, may be strongly affected by the
increase in minimum wage. Retailers also consider
headcount freeze and work-hour reduction as
appropriate responses to the increase in minimum
wage. On the upside, employers are willing to
retain an employee once recruitment is completed
since increased minimum wage is now regarded
as additional investment.

74 Key informant interview (4)
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Appendices
Appendix I
Detailed descriptions of retail trade industry subsectors by three-digit NAICS,
as defined by Statistics Canada:
441 - Motor vehicle and parts dealers

447 - Gasoline stations

This subsector comprises establishments primarily
engaged in retailing motor vehicles and providing
complementary services and retailing motor vehicle
parts and accessories.

This subsector comprises establishments primarily
engaged in retailing motor fuels, whether or not the
gasoline station is operated in conjunction with a
convenience store, repair garage, restaurant or other
type of operation. This also includes establishments that
operate gasoline stations on behalf of their owners and
receive a commission on the sale of fuels.

442 - Furniture and home furnishings stores
This subsector comprises establishments primarily
engaged in retailing new furniture and home
furnishings. These establishments usually operate
from showrooms and many offer interior decorating
services in addition to the sale of products.

448 - Clothing and clothing accessories stores
This subsector comprises establishments primarily
engaged in retailing clothing and clothing accessories.

443 - Electronics and appliance stores

451 - Sporting goods, hobby, book and music stores

This subsector comprises establishments primarily
engaged in retailing household appliances, home
audio and video equipment, audio and video
recordings, cameras, computers and related goods.
These establishments may also retail replacement
parts and provide repair services.

This subsector comprises establishments primarily
engaged in retailing sporting goods, games and toys,
sewing supplies, fabrics, patterns, yarns and other
needlework accessories, musical instruments, and
books and other reading materials.

444 - Building material and garden
equipment and supplies dealers

This subsector comprises establishments primarily
engaged in retailing a general line of merchandise that
may, or may not, include a general line of grocery items.

This subsector comprises establishments primarily
engaged in retailing a specialized or general line
of building and home improvement materials, lawn
and garden equipment and supplies, outdoor power
equipment, and nursery and garden products.

452 - General merchandise stores

453 - Miscellaneous store retailers

This subsector comprises establishments primarily
engaged in retailing a general or specialized line
of food or beverage products.

This subsector comprises establishments primarily
engaged in retailing a specialized line of merchandise
in other types of specialty stores. Florists, office supplies
stores, stationery stores, gift, novelty and souvenir
stores, used merchandise stores, pet and pet supplies
stores, art dealers and manufactured (mobile) home
dealers are included.

446 - Health and personal care stores

454 - Non-store retailers

This subsector comprises establishments primarily
engaged in retailing health and personal care
products. Drug stores and pharmacies, cosmetics,
beauty supplies and perfume stores, optical goods
stores, food (health) supplement stores and health
appliance stores are included.

This subsector comprises establishments primarily
engaged in retailing merchandise by non-store retail
methods. This includes door-to-door sales, in-home
demonstrations, temporary stalls or stands etc. and
using the Internet to reach their customers and market
their merchandise. Establishments primarily engaged
in the direct sale (i.e. non-store) of products such as
home heating fuels and in newspaper delivery are
also included.

445 - Food and beverage stores
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Detailed Statistics Canada descriptions of NOCs utilised in the report:
0621 - Retail and wholesale trade managers
Retail and wholesale trade managers plan, organize,
direct, control and evaluate the operations of
establishments that sell merchandise or services on
a retail or wholesale basis. Retail and wholesale trade
managers are employed by retail and wholesale sales
establishments or they may own and operate their
own store.
1522 - Storekeepers and partspersons
Storekeepers and partspersons sort, store and issue
parts and supplies for use by the establishment in
which they work and for sale to the public. They are
employed by manufacturing companies, warehouses,
retail and wholesale establishments, mining, forestry
and construction companies, repair shops, hospitals
and other establishments.
6211 - Retail sales supervisors
Retail sales supervisors supervise and co-ordinate
the activities of workers in the following unit groups:
Retail Salespersons and Sales Clerks (6421), Cashiers
(6611), Grocery Clerks and Store Shelf Stockers (6622)
and Other Elemental Sales Occupations (6623). They
are employed by stores and other retail businesses,
wholesale businesses that sell on a retail basis to the
public, rental service establishments and businesses
involved in door-to-door soliciting and telemarketing.
6222 - Retail and wholesale buyers
Retail and wholesale buyers buy merchandise for resale
by retail or wholesale establishments and are usually
responsible for the merchandising operations of retail
or wholesale establishments. Retail and wholesale
buyers who are supervisors and those who are
assistants are included in this unit group.
6421 - Retail salespersons
Retail salespersons sell, rent or lease a range of
technical and non-technical goods and services
directly to consumers. They are employed by stores
and other retail businesses, as well as wholesale
businesses that sell on a retail basis to the public.
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6552 - O
 ther customer and information
services representatives
This unit group includes customer and information
services representatives who answer enquiries and
provide information regarding an establishment’s
goods, services and policies and who provide
customer services such as receiving payments and
processing requests for services. They are employed
by retail establishments, contact centres, insurance,
telecommunications and utility companies and other
establishments throughout the private and public
sectors.
6611 - Cashiers
Cashiers operate cash registers, optical price scanners,
computers or other equipment to record and accept
payment for the purchase of goods, services and
admissions. They are employed in stores, restaurants,
theatres, recreational and sports establishments,
currency exchange booths, government offices,
business offices and other service, retail and
wholesale establishments.
6621 - Service station attendants
Service station attendants employed in automotive
service stations sell fuel and other automotive products
and perform such services as fuelling, cleaning,
lubricating and performing minor repairs to motor
vehicles. Those employed in marinas sell fuel, rent boats
and related equipment, and maintain marina facilities.
6622 - Store shelf stockers, clerks and order fillers
Store shelf stockers, clerks and order fillers pack
customers’ purchases, price items, stock shelves with
merchandise, and fill mail and telephone orders. They
are employed in retail establishments, such as grocery,
hardware and department stores, and in warehouses.
6623 - Other sales related occupations
This unit group includes workers who sell goods or
services during home demonstrations or by telephone
soliciting, retail exhibitions or street vending. They are
employed by a wide range of retail and wholesale
establishments, manufacturers, telemarketing companies
and call centres, or they may be self-employed.
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Appendix II
1. Retail Trade: GDP by Subsectors
Table 16 - Yearly approximate GDP in CAD of retail subsectors-Canada; from CANSIM table 379-0031
Retail NAICS

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Motor vehicle and parts
dealers [441]

159,288,000,000

168,036,000,000

173,844,000,000

180,876,000,000

189,144,000,000

203,888,000,000

Furniture and home
furnishings stores [442]

41,472,000,000

44,508,000,000

45,336,000,000

46,608,000,000

47,688,000,000

49,870,000,000

Electronics and appliance
stores [443]

46,128,000,000

48,888,000,000

48,192,000,000

48,012,000,000

49,140,000,000

56,679,000,000

Building material and
garden equipment and
supplies dealers [444]

66,192,000,000

68,760,000,000

72,552,000,000

76,224,000,000

79,380,000,000

86,064,000,000

Food and beverage
stores [445]

196,656,000,000

200,712,000,000

195,228,000,000

195,672,000,000

197,592,000,000

205,402,000,000

Health and personal
care stores [446]

98,772,000,000

106,872,000,000

109,200,000,000

114,804,000,000

123,588,000,000

127,231,000,000

Gasoline stations [447]

65,076,000,000

71,736,000,000

71,100,000,000

71,376,000,000

72,912,000,000

74,342,000,000

Clothing and clothing
accessories stores [448]

98,472,000,000

103,560,000,000

105,156,000,000

111,756,000,000

116,016,000,000

122,313,000,000

Sporting goods, hobby,
book and music stores
[451]

32,772,000,000

34,500,000,000

35,544,000,000

36,432,000,000

37,116,000,000

39,386,000,000

General merchandise
stores [452]

110,124,000,000

113,712,000,000

114,708,000,000

114,456,000,000

113,868,000,000

119,516,000,000

Miscellaneous store
retailers [453]

34,956,000,000

38,592,000,000

37,632,000,000

38,580,000,000

41,844,000,000

42,120,000,000

Non-store retailers [454]

24,804,000,000

29,400,000,000

31,428,000,000

35,220,000,000

36,084,000,000

36,488,000,000

The table above present the GDP figures from 2012 to 2017 in all retail subsectors. The table summarises the
monthly GDP and adds the monthly figures to attain the annual GDP figures for the six years. The table shows that
on a yearly basis, there was an increase in the GDP for each of the subsectors. Among the subsectors, there was
consistent rise in the health and personal care stores and clothing and clothing accessories stores.
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2. Retail Sales by Subsectors
Table 17 - Yearly approximate retail sales (unadjusted) in CAD by subsectors – Canada; from CANSIM 080-0020
Retail NAICS

68

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Motor vehicle and parts
dealers [441]

105,422,800

112,796,500

122,051,000

131,070,900

143,274,100

160,073,500

Furniture and home
furnishings stores [442]

15,232,900

15,469,600

16,177,200

17,217,000

18,003,200

18,457,800

Electronics and appliance
stores [443]

15,139,900

14,723,700

14,992,400

15,063,400

15,389,600

15,624,300

Building material and
garden equipment and
supplies dealers [444]

26,990,300

27,455,300

28,323,200

30,462,000

32,820,500

36,550,400

Food and beverage
stores [445]

106,806,300

108,244,900

111,969,000

115,560,600

118,858,900

121,913,600

Health and personal
care stores [446]

33,630,600

35,284,400

36,874,700

38,812,900

44,173,500

46,471,800

Gasoline stations [447]

59,362,100

61,555,300

64,619,200

55,971,600

54,874,600

62,001,500

Clothing and clothing
accessories stores [448]

26,445,500

27,264,800

28,303,600

30,610,600

32,028,300

33,069,400

Sporting goods, hobby,
book and music stores [451]

10,663,700

10,860,600

11,487,900

11,978,300

12,392,700

12,745,200

General merchandise
stores [452]

57,955,900

59,882,100

63,379,200

64,324,700

64,769,100

67,602,400

Miscellaneous store
retailers [453]

11,168,800

11,970,100

12,301,000

12,849,900

14,208,400

14,318,000
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3. Retail GDP Ontario
Table 18 - Yearly approximate GDP (at basic prices) in CAD of retail subsectors-; from CANSIM Table 379-0030
NAICS

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Motor vehicle and parts dealers [441]

3,998,600,000

4,067,800,000

4,204,400,000

4,731,800,000

5,136,000,000

5,379,700,000

Furniture and home furnishings
stores [442]

1,320,200,000

1,449,800,000

1,445,000,000

1,524,600,000

1,607,400,000

1,719,900,000

Electronics and appliance stores [443]

1,517,300,000

1,675,200,000

1,591,000,000

1,608,400,000

1,675,800,000

2,005,900,000

Building material and garden
equipment and supplies dealers [444]

1,854,300,000

1,939,500,000

2,110,800,000

2,195,200,000

2,304,200,000

2,517,800,000

Food and beverage stores [445]

5,821,200,000

5,932,400,000

5,585,400,000

5,694,600,000

5,805,900,000

5,893,700,000

Health and personal care stores [446]

3,331,700,000

3,423,300,000

3,460,400,000

3,574,600,000

3,749,800,000

4,019,800,000

Gasoline stations [447]

1,593,400,000

1,802,600,000

1,689,800,000

1,757,700,000

1,810,800,000

1,845,200,000

Clothing and clothing accessories
stores [448]

3,340,800,000

3,575,800,000

3,603,000,000

3,870,100,000

4,119,800,000

4,529,900,000

Sporting goods, hobby, book and
music stores [451]

1,031,300,000

1,081,000,000

1,063,100,000

1,108,500,000

1,127,500,000

1,257,100,000

General merchandise stores [452]

3,925,300,000

4,096,600,000

4,224,800,000

4,185,200,000

4,079,600,000

4,282,100,000

Miscellaneous store retailers [453]

1,021,400,000

1,097,300,000

1,049,900,000

1,114,900,000

1,231,400,000

1,232,100,000

860,200,000

999,800,000

1,081,200,000

1,298,500,000

1,445,700,000

1,489,100,000

Non-store retailers [454]
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